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UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENTS
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM: PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENTS
Introduction to the Study 
A standard organizational model in American higher 
ication has the enabling corporate charter, legislation,
jr.suit.urior.al provision giving rhe governing body full 
nr no menace rne institution as well as to act as trustee
o : : OS assets." The task of selecting, evaluating, and, at 
L.lines, discharging a president is a function of the board's 
manageiuent responsibilities for the institution. The govern­
ing board is to make provision for administrative leadership 
for the university. Authority, therefore, is delegated by 
the board of control to the chief executive officer of the 
institution. The president is finally accountable to the 
board.
The two primary means by which the president has been 
related to the board of control in American higher education 
history have been one in which the president serves a
"Morton A. Rauh, The Trusteeship of Colleges and Uni­
vers 1 ties (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969 ) , p"̂ 2.
continuous appointment which was limited only by the com- 
o.icment of either the president or the board to maintaining 
til-3 relationship and another in which the presidential 
appointment has been for a one-year election with annual
renewal.
Serving a continuous appointment at the pleasure of 
and "instant accountability" to the governing board, or 
serving an annual appointment with yearly assessment pro­
cedures may not best serve the individual's need for some 
position security and the institution's need for account­
ed i lity for leadership and management of the university.
dl'.is dissertation probed a third alternative for the 
pres id-ec.-c s formal relationship to the governing board.
St; y end the notion of the president serving at the pleasure 
eI the board until the relationship is severed or the pattern 
■,,uich provides for the president's contract to be reviewed 
Uiic renewed annually is the possibility of the president 
serving the corporation for a specified term. The research 
roporued below, therefore, was an investigation of the con­
cept and practice of past and current presidential term 
appointments. The population examined was the doctoral de­
cree granting universities in the United States.
do clear picture of the extent or description of the 
practice of term appointments for university presidents has
3
Leen available, and this research has intended to allow 
nistorical and empirical data to clarify the scope of their 
use as well as to describe the practice.
Once institutions were identified which do employ a 
cerm appointment for the president, they were compared and 
contrasted with universities which were similar in demographic 
cnaracteristics except for the presidential term appoint­
ment. The contrasting picture was used to detect if any 
readily observable differences could be established which 
would indicate why some universities have adopted presidential 
term appointments and others have not.
L i.ere fore, the oasic problem unis research was designed 
vseat was the past and present concept and practice of the 
specified term appointment of presidents of American uni- 
"orsities which confer the doctoral degree. The purpose was 
to gain perspective on presidential term appointments formerly 
and currently in effect. Specific questions were raised in 
the study: (1) What has been the historical practice concern­
ing American university presidential term appointments?, (2) 
to what extent is the presidential term appointment used 
currently in American universities?, (3) what description 
can be made of the current presidential term appointment 
practice?, and (4) are there readily observable differences 
cetween "term" and "non-term" institutions?
4
Early Appointive Conditions
Historically, accountability of the president has been
given more emphasis than has security for the president.
Accountability has been presidential, and security has been
i c.s tirucional.
The Harvard historian Morison related that in the
beginning at Harvard the president and tutors had no security.
2They were employees of an official board. However, early 
ici Atnerican institutions the office of the president began 
to develop recognized power. "Lay boards of trustees were 
absentee proprietors, and in the bustling America of colonial 
d.cyc ta 11V had vary little leisure tc devote to their
Cj-^ages."' Tee tutors were temporary instructors; the 
president was the one who was the learned leader of the enter­
prise and wno remained until death, resignation, or ouster.
The position of the president has not, in general, 
been protected by formal "job security" provisions. The 
first three chartered institutions in the colonies set the 
style for the two customary modes of relationship between
ds and presidents. The first mode was known
^rving at the pleasure of the board. This relationship
9Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard College in the Seven­
teenth Century, I (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1935), pp. 3-4.
^Richard Hofstadler and Walter P. Metzer, The Develop- 
ment of Academic Freedom in the United States (New York:
Co 1 u.Tibia University Press, 1955) , p") 124 .
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car. ce understood as serving an indefinite appointment, but 
indefinite does not equal permanent or iron-clad. Any as­
surance of position under this arrangement has been based on 
the confidence of m e  board in the incumbent. The second 
mode was one in which the board annually elected or reappointed 
c: president. Harvard and Yale employed the first mode, and
4The College of William and Mary used the second.
Provisions surrounding the appointments of early presi- 
uents in American higher education dealt less with the length, 
tenure, or term for which the president might lead the in­
stitue ion and focused more on the stipend and benefits to
f urn ished ine president and tne expectations of the presi- 
>---.1 on-: goo'erning board. Harvard and Yale again were 
1 n f _ uer. rial in setting the early style. Morison reported on 
previsions for '‘executive housing" at infant Harvard. He 
seated that a house owned by William Peyntree was acquired 
from Peyntree or a third party before May 3, 16 38, when 
. : .0 oar.: ii Ha ton, the first head"' of Harvard, moved into it.^ 
Morison also provided the detail that the Peyntree house was
3ame site in 1545.
The first president of Yale, called the Rector in the
1
'A more detailed discussion appears in Chapter 4.
^Henry Dunster was the first to be called "president."
°Samuel Eliot Morison, The Founding of Harvard College 
imbridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1935), p. 205.
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Oxford tradition, was also given housing considerations. "The 
Rector was promised 'entertainment' (i. e ., board and lodging) 
in Saybrook at the charge of the Trustees, if he should re­
moved thither before the next meeting in September.""^ The 
rector referred to here was the first to be selected at Yale, 
the Rev. Mr. Abraham Pierson, who was elected on November 11, 
1701, and the village of Saybrook v;as the first site of Yale 
College, known originally as the Collegiate School of Con­
necticut.^
Charles Chauncy, 1654-1672, was offered the presidency 
of Harvard on November 2, 1654, at a salary of 100 pounds cur- 
;a:'.cy am.urlly. " Nc other conditions were recorded. In 1663 
Chauncy petitioned the General Court for an increase in 
salary or perquisites.
He nad expended his English estate, and run into 
debt; it was impossible to give his family 'comfor­
table subsistence' on a 100 pounds a year; he still 
had no 'land to keep so much as one cowe or horse
upon,' nor was his habitation dry and warm.^O
Chauncy argued that heads of English universities had their 
stipend, their "diet" and other necessary provisions "ac­
cording to their wants" and asked that Harvard live up to 
those same conditions for presidential service.
1'Franklin B. Dexter, e d ., Documentary History of Yale 
iversity (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1916 ) , p"] 6l
8 _.iPid., p . 0.




A test of orthodoxy has at times been applied to per­
sons being considered to lead American institutions of higher 
education. An extract from the original charter of Kings 
College, October 31, 1754, stated that the president "shall 
for ever hereafter be a member of, in communion with, the 
Church of England, as by law established..."^^
Being declared sound in political doctrine has also 
been held to be necessary. In 1774 the Rev. Samuel Langdon, 
of Portsmouth, was elected to the presidency of Harvard, 
because he . . .
had rendered himself highly acceptable to Hancock and 
the other patriots of Massachusetts, by his open and 
bold opposicion no one measures of one Brinish govern- 
o , and unquestionably owed his elevation as much 
ou u.ios circumstance, as to his learning, or general
0 ullowing the Civil War the executive committee of the Uni­
versity of North Carolina was given general powers to elect 
one president and professors as part of a plan to continue 
the university. The committee required that the positions 
l-c fillad only with persons who were both loyal to the 
Union and the Republican Party.
]_ ]_Herbert Schneider and Carol Schneider, eds., Samuel 
Johnson: President of Kings College, His Career and W ritings, 
IV (New York: Columbia University Press, 1929), p. 220.
1 2 Josiah Quincy, History of Harvard University, II 
(Cambridge: Folsom, Wells, and Thurston, 1840), pp. 151-62.
■"■^Kemp P. Battle, History of the University of North 
Carolina, II (Raleigh: Edwards and Broughton Printing Com- 
pa n y , 1912), p. 9.
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Conditions which defined and/or limited presidents' 
appointments to institutions in the early periods of American 
higher education dealt more with salary, residence, life­
style, and religious and political stances than with con­
straints on presidential tenure of office. The notion of 
a specified term of appointment, as a formal limitation upon 
the president, cannot be documented. The chief condition 
which determined the length of service was the relationship 
between the president and the governing board.
Presidential Tenures 
investigation of presidential tenures have been con- 
ilet a i by researchers to demonstrate the length of time that 
viduals have been able or willing to serve as university 
presidents. For the most part these examinations have not 
dealt with factors that contributed to longer or shorter 
tenures, and the studies have been used to indicate trends 
for the length of presidential careers. Some researchers 
have drawn broader conclusions.
The length of time that one has held the office of the 
presidency of a university has been used as a prominent factor 
in indicating the effectiveness or importance of that presi­
dency. Brief tenures have been viewed as transitional ad­
ministrations or pauses in a dynamic continuum. "Permanent 
and constructive policies for the development of the insti­
tutions cannot be effectively pursued if frequent changes
14are made in their executive officers." Also, presidential 
survival has been accepted as one test for mutual satis­
faction between the president and those with whom the presi­
dent has worked.
Tenure, as used here,means "lengrh of time" and does 
not have the ramifications of the phrase "faculty tenure." 
Tne granting of faculty tenure to a president or elevating 
a faculty member with tenure to the presidency is one means 
of giving assurance to the president that a teaching and/or 
research position can be available if the presidency must 
be vacated. This, however, is not administrative job
L c snould be remembered that holding a tenure position 
in -he faculty does not mean tenure in the adminis­
trative position to which a man may be currently 
assigned. Morever, it is not unusual to give an ad­
ministrator faculty rank without granting him tenure 
in this rank.^G
Average completed tenures of office for presidents of 
two selected colonial institutions which span into the 
cwentietn century demonstrate high average length of terms. 
The first sixteen presidents of Yale University, beginning 
in 1701 with Abraham Pierson and concluding with the close
1 4Arthur J. Klein, Survey of Land-Grant Colleges and 
Universities, I (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1930), p. 64.
^^Clark Kerr, "Presidential Discontent," in Perspectives 
on Campus Tensions, ed. by David C. Nichols (Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1970), p. 139.
Mark H. Ingraham, The Mirror of Brass (Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1968), pi 141.
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of the administration of Alfred Whitney Griswold in 1963, 
nave had an average tenure of 15.4 years. The longest 
service belonged to Jermiah Day (1817-1846) and the shortest 
to Timothy Cutler (1719-1722).^^ Brown University's first 
cen presidents, bridging the years between 176 5 and 19 37, 
produced an average tenure of 16.1 years. Francis Wayland 
held the office for the longest period of time, 1827-1855, 
and shortest presidency at Brown belonged to Alexis Caswell, 
1868- 1872.18
In the twentieth century, as presidential tenures be­
came a subject for study by governmental and higher education 
1 r , i.'.i car ions and individuals, rhe average length of time 
‘ar.iii incumbents filled university presidential responsi­
bilities iiad decreased.
In 1913 William L. Bryan, president of Indiana Univer­
sity, studied a group of institutions belonging to the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. He
to and rhat for 350 past presidents of these institutions the
19average term of office was 11 years. Six percent had 
served 30 years or more and five percent had held the office
~'̂ Historical Register of Yale University (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 196$) , p"̂ 13.
18Historical Catalogue of Brown University (Providence:
Erown University Press, 19 51) , pj! H
19William L. Bryan, "The Share of Faculty in Adminis­
trative Government," Transactions and Proceedings of the 
National Association of State Universities, XII ( 1$14) , p . 9 3,
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fer less than one year. Acting presidents were not included. 
The average term for the then 65 current presidents of the 
study v;as also 11 years. Most of the institutions in Bryan's 
study were private universities and colleges and were pre­
sumably free of political interferences. In light of the 
average of 11 years for both past and present presidents,
•':e concluded that the university presidency v;as an especially 
hazardous occupation.
Statistics on land-grant institutions in 1930 indicated 
that 303 presidents had served land-grant colleges since 
their establishment.^^ Without determining mean or median 
f.;-ula 1 1 ans the report concluded that the actual length of 
service was brief and that a considerable turnover of presi- 
tonts occurred. The conclusions were drawn by determining 
t'r.r.t 157 of the 308 presidents had served less than five
In 19 33 Alfred H. Upnan reported a study he had con-
ductad on member institutions of the National Association of
21ntato Universities since 1895. From this membership 150 
presidents had retired from presidential service since 1895 
with an average tenure of service of 9.4 years. Eight 
presidents had served longer than 25 years. The longest 
period of service, 45 years, belonged to President Patterson
20 Arthur J. Klein, Survey of Land-Grant Colleges, p. 64.
? 1“^Alfred H. Upham, "State University Presidents," School 
u-.d Society, XXXVII (May 27, 1933) , p. 686.
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of the University of Kentucky. The fifty state university 
presidents who were in active service at the beginning of 
the 1932-33 academic year had an average tenure of 7.7 years 
with the longest tenure in progress belonging to William 
Lcwe Bryan of Indiana University with 30 years.
R. W. Edmiston, in a 1938 study, asked if presidents 
of privately controlled or publicly controlled institutions 
were more secure. He studied presidencies from 1898-1937 
in 12 0 privately and 120 publicly controlled colleges and 
universities. Both groups had an average of 9.52 years for 
length of service. Within the groupings, for privately con- 
irn11ed inscicucions one non-sectarian private institutions 
u i ;  highest v;ioh 13.00 years, and the Baptist-controlled 
instrtuoions were lowest with 5.29 years. Among the public 
-.no oitut ions teachers' colleges were highest with 11.52 years,
and municipal-controlled institutions were lowest with 5.42
2 2years.
The 1959 William K. Selden study on presidential tenure 
gathered its data by including a questionnaire in the member- 
sh'p bills to the 1300 member institutions of the National 
Commission on Accrediting. Selden received a 78 percent return 
which showed that the average length of service for current
9 9‘“ ■R. W. Edmiston, "The Tenures of Publicly Controlled 
and Privately Controlled Colleges and Universities," School 
and Society, XLIX (February 25, 1939) , pp. 254-56.
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2 3presidents was 8.1 years. Former presidents of membership 
colleges and universities which were founded before 1900 had, 
from the founding dates of their institutions, a mean average 
f;i:' oresidential service of 10.1 years. This figure includes 
bo-r: presidents and acting presidents. In comparison, the 
1 VOrage presidential tenure for all membership institutions 
founded in the twentieth century was 10.3 years. When acting 
V residents were deleted from the latter group the average 
rise tc 11.4 years. The conclusion reached by Selden was 
■ nor. in 1959 the long-term president was not a creature of 
the past.
■ :..irn-s rod with Bryan's above. Selden viewed rhe 
''-11 year presidential tenure as one having respectable 
Iv -Oil-. ;;id durability. Leadership had the time and security 
rc no influential in this interval. For Bryan, however, 
on 1verage term of eleven years indicated that a most hazar- 
n run profession awaited those who were achievement-oriented 
en 0ugh re seek a university presidency.
For his report to the Commission on College Adminis­
tration of the Association of American Colleges, Mark Ingra- 
ham solicited information by means of a questionnaire from 
the ^residents of the universities and colleaes listed in
2 3william K. Selden, "How Long Is a College President?" 
I1 Education, XLVI (March, 1960), pp. 5-15.
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the 1965-66 Education Directory of the U. S. Office of Edu- 
2 4cation. He included from among these institutions only
those that provided as a minimum educational offering a four-
year liberal arts and general program. Presidents who were
currently in office reported to Ingraham that their immediate
predecessors had a length of service that averaged 11 years
2 5v.v th a median of 9 years. The average for immediate past
presidents of private universities was 13 years, and the average
fcr their public counterparts was 10 years.
Clark Kerr examined tenures of the presidents of member
un Lvarsities of the Association of American Universities.
u : : racr included tenures that were in process as well as
c-.nc:; were completed. He reported that over a seventy
year period, 1899-1969, the average years in office of tnis
1 r : up of presidents dropped from 10.9 years to 5.9 years.
Til - big drops came in the 1930's, from 9.5 in 1929 to 7.7
in 19 39; and in the 1960's, from 7.4 to 5.9.^^
Tiie most recent and comprehensive study of presidential
28cenare has been done by Cohen and March. They reached two
9 4 _ingraham. The Mirror of Brass, p. 3.
^^Ibid., p. 142.
"^Ibid., p. 299.
2 7Kerr, "Presidential Discontent," p. 139.
2 8Michael D. Cohen and James G. March, Leadership and 
Aiibiguity: The American College President (New York: McGraw- 
H i11 Book Company, 197 4) , p p . 153-93 .
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conclusions important as background for this research. They 
concluded than the current tenure expectations of American 
college presidents, as a whole, are probably about what they 
c.c'.'o been through most of the twentieth century. Specifically, 
t^cy
do not believe there is evidence of any major recent 
shifts in the expected tenure of nev; presidents, or 
LUO expected additional or full tenure of current 
presidents, or that departing presidents are leaving 
office much earlier than would have been expected.^
Thus, they contradicted the studies which show briefer tenures
for current than for past presidents. However, they suggested
chat a relatively rapid turnover of presidents may be called
.• l:. .veer to ha’ce a vitality of administrative organization.
:.:e: ^reduced discontent among presidents, they wrote,
.;.1 1 . net of necessity produce discontent among orhers or harm
restitution. "It is quite possible that the best presi-
uee.t for a college or university is a young man and that the
best tenure is relatively b r i e f . T h e y  concluded, there-
irre, chat times change more rapidly than presidents normally
arc usT.e to.
Therefore, for the most part, these studies did indicate 
decline in the length of presidential tenures of office; 
and the Cohen and March study, which did not find evidence 
for current or near-future declines, concluded that brief
^^Ibid., p. 157. 
■"^Ibid., p. 191.
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presidential careers were preferable. These studies have 
provided a background function for the research of presi­
dential terms which have been intentionally defined with 
time constraints.
Delimitations
This research has been confined to institutions which 
wffer the doctorate as the terminal degree because in many 
cases they are considered to be, i. e . treated as, the 
"prestige" institutions which serve as leaders and role 
models in higher education. They are looked to for inno- 
v.iz: :ns that represent the less faddish trends. The chief 
I n is ora cors of these institutions are expected to offer 
contributions of significance to higher education organi­
sation and thought. They are the focal points of attention 
for those looking for an interpretive word about higher 
learning and governance. Therefore, the acceptance or re­
jection of the presidential term appointment concept by the 
institutions represented by these presidents is of interest 
to persons with concern for higher education.
Doctoral-granting institutions include both private 
and public universities in their number, and they provide a 
wide geographical mix. Moreover, for the most part, they offer 
a broader range of educational opportunities than institutions 
which do not confer the doctoral degree.
If doctoral institutions do not accept the practice
17
or a cerm appointment as a feasible and respectable means 
by which their presidents can be related to the institution, 
then the term appointment for chief administrators is un­
likely to become widely accepted in American higher educatio: 
Acceptance by these institutions will greatly increase the 
normative pocential of presidential term appointments. 
Therefore, the appointive relationship of presidents to in­
stitutions which provide students the opportunity to earn 
the doctorate can be indicative of the future acceptance 
of presidential term appointment practices.
Significance
'ucicn, oy means or nisccricai ana new 
ration of universitv oresidential term
appointments in American higher education.
The results of this research could prove to be sig­
nificant for boards of control, administrators of state 
systems, candidates for university presidencies, current 
presidents, and selection committees. The picture developed 
could also be the foundation for future studies, following 
rhe completion of terms now in process, concerning presidential 
decision-making, relationship of the president to the govern­
ing board, presidential contentment and security, presidential 
accountability, and the university presidency as a career.
Organization
The organization of this study was developed to report
18
significant features of the background materials and the 
fir.aings in response to researching the problem of historical 
and current university presidential term appointments. Back­
ground elements which provide the setting for the problem 
as well as the rationale for the problem of researching 
spec-, f red term appointments for university presidents are 
reported in the introductory chapter. An examination of the 
concept of the specified presidential term as presented in 
current iiigher education literature and precedents for the 
practice of the term appointment in higher education adminis­
tration at levels other than the presidency, at levels other 
snsr the university, for university presidents in other 
n s r o s  , and in ether public institutions follow in the 
second chapter. In chapter three the means by which data 
.j;i presidential term appointments have been gathered is 
described. The fourth and fifth chapters, respectively, 
consist of the report of the historical findings for presi­
dential term appointments in American universities and the 
presentation of the findings developed concerning current 
specified presidential terms resulting from, two survey in­
struments and from telephone interviews with presidents whose 
appointment is for a limited term. The final chapter contains 
conclusions and discussion of the findings in light of both 
the research questions and statements found in the current 
literature concerning presidential term appointments as
19
rhey are viewed from the results of the research. The 
concluding section of the final chapter is comprised of 
suggestions for further research.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE TERZ'l APPOINTMENT LITERATURE
.ntroauction
An investigation of the contemporary context of term 
appointments functions to help clarify the problem examined 
through chis research. Arguments both in favor of and op- 
pcsi'i T0 term appointments for university presidents were 
■ - . ■ one literature of higher education. Rather than 
: cm,g responses to research, the arguments, for the most 
..art, are expressions of conviction and sentiment. Precedents 
for term appointments at levels other than those of university 
presidents and term appointments for presidents of univer- 
sities outside the United States are compiled from the litera-
The Concept: Support and Opposition
Two studies, the results of which were both published 
in April, 1970, dealt with the question of term appoint­
ments for university chief executives in the United States. 
Harvard's University Committee on Governance, in preparation 
for the search for a new president, publicly raised the 
question of a term appointment for the new Harvard president.
20
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The committee's inquiry was concerned with what would be a 
reasonable length of term and how the president's perfor­
mance could be reviewed.^
At the same time the Special Committee on the Struc­
ture of the University for Princeton University was reaf­
firming the 1967 By-laws of the Trustees of Princeton which 
stated t::at the president would not be appointed for a 
specified term. A clear concern of the committee was 
presidential accountability.
Ue endorse the principle that presidents should be 
accountable for their conduct in office but are not 
persuaded that a set term of office is a good way 
TO achieve that result. The best time to change 
presidents is when the incumbent no longer wants to 
le a a er has lost his ability to do sc. VJe see no 
reason to believe that either of these things is 
lih.elv to occur at any fixed time, and if that is 
true, a fixed term of office could easily delay 
acricn when it is required.^
The Princeton committee, on the other hand, called for the 
Trustees to accept the continuing responsibility for assess­
ment of what the President is attempting to do and his 
ability to persuade others to support those attempts. A 
major factor in this effort, the committee stated, would be 
frequent consultations between the Trustees and other parts 
of the university.
^The University Committee on Governance, Harvard Uni­
versity  ̂ John T. Dunlop, chairman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University, 1970).
2Tne Governing of Princeton University: Final Report 
of the Special Committee on the Structure of the University 
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1970) , p. 69'.
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Mr, Louis H. Heilbron, former chairman of the Board
California State College Trustees, took a similar position
the Princeton stance. The president of a university, he
; cared, should serve without any fixed term. He discounted
iuy positive contribution of term appointments and insisted
-uac they were not an appropriate means of relating presidents
:o universities.
if the chief executive loses control of the institution, 
or if he finds that he is unable to work with the board, 
an unexpired contract period will only be an obstacle 
to the inevitable and necessary dissolution,3
:f mutual commitment has broken down, then, for Heilbron,
? board and president to have th
relationship immediately, A term
a ~ us-'.a 11 y not been stipulated and it should not b e .
Ocher voices in American higher education have made 
positive arguments for presidential term appointments. 
President Kingman Brewster of Yale suggested the presi- 
b Lul term appointment as an alternative to strict partici­
pe tory democracy on campus. Accountability, he submitted, 
lather than representation, was the clue to university im- 
p 1 0 vement, Brewster asserted that faculty and administrators 
...re competent to operate campuses, but accountability, in the 
, .rm of systematic reassessment, was necessary. He envisioned 
periodic and explicit review along with definite consideration
'Louis H , Heilbron, The College and University Trustee: 
View from the Board Room (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
ublishers, 19 7 3) , pT! 6 7".
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C'f the president's reappointment. The initial appointment, 
fcr Brewster, might be for seven years, followed by shorter 
intervals. An impermanent administration that is given the 
power to lead, with formalized periodic accountability that is 
carried out with campus-wide participation, was his concern.
If the result of the assessment was one of no confidence in
the president's performance, then new leadership would be
4sougnt.
Another case for presidential term appointments was 
made by Clark Kerr, Chairman of the Carnegie Commission on 
Higher Education and former President of the University of
'i. . : f The most important change in university presi-
:iec, wrote Kerr, would be to place the president on a
I : appointment of reasonable length. Giving the president
I. fixed period for planning and exercising leadership would
: educe presidential discontent and increase presidential
productivity. He stated that.
At tne end of the term, he will have an easy opportunité’ 
to review his own desires and for others to review hir 
conduct. If he is reappointed, he will have received 
a reaffirmation of his authority as he meets new crises.
In any event, opponents will not feel that they must 
wait forever for a change unless they mount massive 
opposition. A term of office could relax their op­
position. This is not to suggest, however, that under 
exceptional circumstances a president may not be termi­
nated at any time.^
^Kingman Brewster, Jr., "Politics of Academia," in 
Tower and Authority, ed. by H. L. Hodgkinson and R. Meeth 
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1971), pp. 54-64.
"Clark Kerr, "Presidential Discontent," in Perspectives 
on Campus Tensions, ed. by David C. Nichols (Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1970), pp. 159-60.
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Kerr conceived a term to be not less than five nor more 
than ten years, and his preference was one of six years which, 
he claimed, was the actual average term of office for presi- 
d'jnts at leading universities.^
The American Association of University Professors' 
tcmmitcee T on College and University Government stated 
that, rather than assuming the president has acquired 
de facto tenure, a formalized system should be sought through 
which confidence in the president could be reinforced or 
withdrawn.
Such a system might take the form of a term appointment, 
y - a I- the end of which the president's term could be re- 
-.-rev.'cd hy formal or informal agreement, and he would ^ 
he reappointed for another term or not be reappointed.
1. ma] or concern expressed in the committee report was the as-
3trance that significant faculty involvement in the selection,
retention, and dismissal of the chief administrative officer
be accepted.
Another advocate of presidential term appointments has 
been barren Bennis, president of the University of Cin­
cinnati. He advised presidents to insist upon a term con­
tract and understood term appointments to be a clear and 
welcome trend in higher education. Bennis argued that skills 
and styles change, and no one should be locked into a position.
'Ibid., p . 160.
^"Faculty Participation in the Selection and Retention 
of Administrators: A Report by Committee T," AAUP Bulletin, 
June, 1972, LVIII, 174.
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no matter how satisfying to the incumbent, for life. Leaders
should be enabled to lead rather than be smothered by "campus
parricipatory democracy schemes." He wrote,
Give presidents and all leaders a cnance to succeed or 
fail. And give them some elbow room and freedom to 
lead, although not despotically. Hold the leaders ac­
countable and throw the rascals out if they don't 
succeed in a reasonable period of time. Term appoint­
ments should facilitate strong, vigorous leadership, 
not diminish it.
The length of service, in Bennis' view, should not ex­
ceed ten years because of the enormous personal demands on 
the president. Accordingly, review should take place mid­
term, and a president should retire from the office at the
c'-r.-i. f tne ten-year period.
-..IS procedure would allow any individual president time 
vs amplement long-range plans and at the same time 
guarantee the institution a new administrative per­
spective at least every ten years.^
Eennis, as president of the University of Cincinnati,
13 appointed for an indefinite period. "The Board of Di­
rectors does not believe it necessary or desirable to have 
a term appointment for the President."
Practices in Other Countries 
Various forms of the practice of a term appointment
^Warren G. Bennis, The Leaning Ivory Tower (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1$73), p . 8 3.
Q" Ibid.
1 G'Letter from Daniel Kershey, Assistant to the President, 
University of Cincinnati, May 13, 1974.
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are currently in effect for chief executives in public 
higher education systems in other countries. A study^^
I ch reviews higher education systems in eight industrial 
::ations, with the later addition of India, shows that the 
rerm appointment of university chief administrators occurs
I'.'i universities abroad. In the nineteen universities of
1 "trance, " the president, formerly known as rector, is elected 
'•"-y rhe university board for a five-year term and cannot im­
mediately succeed h i m s e l f . W i t h i n  the Federal Republic of 
Germany the custom has been for the rector, as the chief 
executive for non-academic administration of the university,
: c >c _ 1 z: c r a a from and by the full professors for a one year 
rerm. Frequently the term is extended to two years by means
2 2lection. The Swedish university rector is elected
y  rhe University Council for a four-year term and may be 
eappointed once. Presidents of national universities in
'apan are appointed for a four-year term and may be reap-
■ . . 15-cir.teG once.
]_]_Barbara B. Burn, et al., Higher Education in Nine 
Icuntries: A Comparative Study of Colleges and Universities
Abroad {New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971.
1 2Eric Bockstael and Otto Feinstein, Higher Education 
in the European Community (Lexington, Mass.T d T SI Heath
a n d Company, 19 70) , p"! 27.
^^Burn, o p . cit., p. 25.
^^Ibid. , p. 178.
^"ibid., pp. 209-46.
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Tne 1966 Duff and Berdahl report on Canadian higher
education mentioned the possibility of a five-year term with
a five year renewal, but it counseled that a term contract
■..culd prove to be an obstacle in attracting superior persons
to presidential posts. The report concluded that the best
arrangement was a permanent appointment subject to the
pleasure of the Board with a stated retirement age.^^
Since this report, however, the Association of Univer-
sicies and Colleges of Canada has indicated that at least
six presidents of Canadian universities have accepted five-
year term contracts. "Indeed, it is becoming the standard
: ;r: : r y rasa central appointment in Canada.""' This n'umber ,
c : i c o m p a r e d  v/itn the twenty-five Canadian institutions
18chi ch were accredited to confer the doctoral degree.
iwo major illustrations of presidential term appoint- 
r.e.'it in Canada were available. The president of Simon Fraser 
hr. 1 vers i ty was provided with a three-year term appointment 
in 1969, and the contract was renewed for a two year period.
1 6Sir James Duff and Robert 0. Berdahl, University 
Iw-srnment in Canada: Report of a Commission Sponsored by 
m e  Canadian Association of University Teachers and the 
Association of Universities and Colleges in Canada (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1966) , pT! 44 !
17 Letter from K. M. Larose, Information Associate, 
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, Ottawa, 
April 9, 1974.
1 g
The Association of Commonwealth Universities. Common- 
wealzh Universities Yearbook: 1973 (London: The Association 
of Commonwealth Universities, 1973).
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T-.velvG months' leave will follow the completion of the
term. The succeeding president will have a five-year term
19followed by a one year leave of absence. The University
of Toronto chief administrator was awarded a five-year terra
in 19 72. An informal arrangement was made which would allow
the term to be extended for two years, but, apart from that
extention, the terra was non-renewable.
In 1971 the Association of Universities and Colleges
of Canada issued "Guidelines on University Organization."
fCe section pertaining to presidents provided term appoint-
mon.t guidelines which suggested (1) a term of five to seven
■ros V looab f o , '2) a full year's leave of absence at the
:f each term, ; 3 ; provisions for continuance in the ser-
o:‘ one institution after serving as president, (4)
oorly lermination as president, with salary continued, when
continuance as a professor is in doubt, to avoid forcing the
incumbent president to search for a job, and (5) when a
c:ntract is terminated prematurely the president should be
2 1entitled "to something like" half salary for life.
The Canadian references above understood a presidential
19 uetter from K. Strand, President, Simon Fraser Uni­
versity, Burnaby, British Columbia, May 21, 1974.
“^Letter from John Evans, President, University of 
Toronto, Ontario, May 13, 19 74.
2 1Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, 
"Guidelines on University Organization," Ottawa, 1971.
AT i m.e c q raohed. )
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ter?', appointment to have contract staous.
Precedents on Other Organizational
Levels Within Universities
The idea of a "term appointment" in American academia
v/as first written into the 1696 and 1697 proposed charter
2 2revisions for harvard. Tne 1696 version stated that 
"the President and all Fellows receiving salary shall dwell
;ide at the College; and no one shall enjoy a Fellow­
ship with salary for more than ten years, except continued
9 3oy a new election."” Morison's quotation of the 1697 
so 2 rter for Harvard used the seventeenth century colonial 
tiish, and the following citation faithfully reproduces
And It is further declared by the Authority aforesaid 
That after this Act shall be confirmed the President, 
as well as ail the Fellows receiving Salary shall re­
side at the Colledge, and that not one shall enjoy a 
Fellowship with Salary for more than Seven Years except 
continued by a new E l e c t i o n . 24
The article of the charter copied in this form lacks 
son.a precision, but apparently, the intent of the passage
””The 1650 Harvard charter established a seven-member 
Corporation, consisting of the President, Treasurer, and five 
Fellows. The charter was ratified by the General Court of 
the colony of Massachusetts, because King Charles was dead 
and the colonial leaders would not recognize any sovereignty 
cf u!ie Long Parliament over the colony. See Morison, I, p. 4.
2 3Josiah Quincy, History of Harvard University (2 
vols.; Cambridge, Mass.1 Folsom, Wells, and Thurston, 1840),
p . 5 9 7.
2 4Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard College in the Seven- 
teenth Century, II (Cambridge, Mass'. : Harvard University
P r e s s , 19 36) , 6 5 8 .
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./as to require a periodic election for the teaching staff
cut not for the teaching president. The phrase "not one"
o: old not refer to the President unless the President enjoyed
a Fellowship. Peirce's 1833 history of Harvard stated
•chat from the commencement of the college, and for more than
;.cif a century, the tutors, who with the President conducted
’ .:0 instruction and immediate administration of the college,
2 5u re called "Fellows of the College." It can be deduced
t..at the President, as distinct from the tutors, did not 
" .mi ay a Fellowship."
The 169 7 charter was disallowed by the King in council, 
... ■ the 1:97 charter was superseded by a return to
. : u ■ Charter. In a compromise move to secure the election 
;; n Leverett ~.c the presidency of Harvard by the 
_;ch ..setts House of Deputies, Governor Dudley recommended 
• / c:.a Deputies that the more recent charters be discarded,
16 50 charter would again be in force. The House of
. ju.uties happily complied because such action acknowledged 
1..0 Incorporating powers of the colony. Therefore, the 
‘"I' provisions were nullified, and the Corporation was 
reduced to the earlier number of seven.
Tne short-lived Harvard policy, as argued above, did
“^benjamin Peirce, A history of Harvard University 
Cuvmridge, Mass.: Brown,~Shattuck, and Company, 1833, p. 79, 
appendix.
^^Morison, Harvard College in the Seventeenth Century,
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;v: “ include the president and, of course preceded the 
.hj';elcp:nent cf other administrative positions; however it 
introduced the notion of specified term appointments into 
A:cer 1 can higher education at an organizational level im- 
:".e 1 i a cely below that of president.
A term appointment for university administrators does 
a tu- precedent at the department chairman level of adminis- 
L -3 responsibility in American higher education. On 
i-A-v 26, 1941, President Joseph Brandt of the University of 
e't: 1 an.r.t.a asked his Board of Regents to ratify a plan whereby 
6. i cersity of Oklahoma department chairmen would be ap- 
. : . to ft.' a term cf three years without the option of
1 cf the term. “ ' Later, President George L. Cross 
th:.; Regents to revise their earlier policy in order to
9  g
: 11 cv; department chairmen to succeed themselves in office. “ 
A;: 3erne point between January, 1944 , and June, 1945, the 
. ■ ' .-,h of term was increased to four years, but no formal 
0 3 ' r c 1 jf the change v;as found in available University docu- 
rr.o:o j . “ Currently chairmen are appointed for a four year 
.1.3 less an unexpired term is being completed by a new 
appointee, in which case the new appointment is limited to
2 7Minutes, Board of Regents, University of Oklahoma,
July 2 6, 1941.
7 «hiinutes. Board of Regents, University of Oklahoma,
Jainiary 12 , 1944.
29 Private Interview, Mrs. Barbara James, Secretary to 
the Board of Regents, University of Oklahoma, October 24, 1973,
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"h • I'O:" AiTiing portion of the term.
More recently, the governing board of the University 
. : Cincinnati amended its policies to provide for terms of 
t Less than four years nor more than six years for vice 
c :e 4i^ients, including a Provost, and Vice Provosts. Each 
•.c adet.ic dean and academic department head, under this policy, 
" :c anpointed "for a term designated by the by-laws of his 
c. : la no but to be not less than three nor more than seven
J L'' These appointments were made by the board upon
■ recommendation cf the president in concert with approp-
■ o ;nn- committees. Incumbents in each of the foregoing
c. iaio bni"orsiuy all college masters , department
v. a and deans received their administrative position
' : srin of years. Cepartment chairmen had a three-year
■ jrr;,; college masters and deans held a five-year term.
h ■. - • n or performance was required at the close of the 
sa ^ ice period,, and each administrator was expected to revert 
a:. ■: ..rely academic status at the close cf a second term.
heilbron reported that in most private institutions 
: c.-er n ir.g board members serve in a self-perpetuating capacity,
3 0By-Laws, Board of Trustees, University of Cincinnati, 
e II, Section 2, April 4, 197 2.
'Brewster, "Politics of Academia," p. 50.
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32and, ir; affect, fill their own vacancies. Tnere are, how­
ever, private boards which use a specified terra for their 
..;.ers . The rnembers of the University of Pennsylvania 
taard cf Trustees have been elecoed to their positions on a 
.err. oasis. A University of Pennsylvania charter revision 
:r 1327 called for twenty terra trustees elected for a period 
n . r. ro exceed ten years with eligibiliry for re-election, 
ic CISC directed rhe election of ten alumni trustees to 
se 1 ve rcr a period net to exceed ten years but ineligible 
for re-election in the years of the expiration of the terra.
.ioc.-Universit\' Executive Terra Acoointments
terra
o 1 ..orer.ts exist at other levels in higher education 
tiier systems within the society.
T.ay, 1973, the Minnesota State College System ap-
lolicv fcr the ^residents of the
34ate colleges and the chancellor of the system. The 
ty cf Minnesota, which is governed by a separate 
•as net included under tnis policy. The length of
"^Heilbron, The College and University Trustee, p. 6.
< 3Donald R. Belcher, The Board of Trustees of the 
University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, l560) , p. 51.
'"'^Minnesota State College System, "Policy on Appoint- 
n.ont, Eval’uation, Retirement, and Distinguished Service Pro­
fessors.lips for College Presidents," St. Paul, 1973. (Miraeo-
g r atned.)
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: rerm was sec ac five years, and tne appointment was not 
•er. the status of a contract. Both the president and the 
•rd nave been left free to sever the relationship, but the 
.e - cat ion was that the incumbent would remain in office 
: the full term except for unusual reasons. The term was 
: renewable for a second five y e a r s . A maximum of ten 
.OS 1 0 the expected length cf time an incumbent may hold 
-w however tne board man- grant annua 1 appointments fci- 
n.n •ww; temple tier, of years it the college being
= midst of an activity that, in the con­
ns board, can best oe concluded by the incum-
tne rive-
reair c tne system,
.eternal con-
v.'i i i oe time
- - f
t oetora tne term expir
o a am,.
second evaluation, 
five review, v/ili be conducted bv the
in the fifth year cf the term. Criter:
W--W naa ,.ot oeen cevsiopen, nut tne presiuent 
will be judged by previous objectives aareed
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■ cy the president, and governing board.
ins individual president has seme financial and job 
:tectLon under the Minnesota policy. If the incumbent 
t-r;;.mated following the first term, five months additional 
.ary is paid the president. Wnen termination follows the 
■o.t'.; c - m  the president w'iil be given salary for an ad- 
' 1 at-M t; m e  month s . Upon completion of the first terra the 
'i_.imt IS eligible for consideration as a Minnesota State 
m.tt iystera Distinguished Service Professor. This desig-
- : !. .ill nc t bo automatic, but when it is utilized the
a ty tmr.ot be less than 80 percent of the presidential salary
3 c
. t i . ..■= e.Kc-cuL it a to the system or sub-system, employed,
- L' .•nsideration to, the specified term appoint-
tlitary officers assigned to special category activities 
_ _t ad It a tor::, basis. Commanders of Air Force Re- 
: ,o: Officer Training Corps units, for example, were ap-
f t  t* : a d t  u:. — 1 / (Ci d; f- ^  rr, r-  '  • c .  ^  -k i T  r '  do - r ro  a  r*
Triuate interview, Carry D, Kays, Vice Chancellor 
iemi: Affairs, Minnesota State College System, July
'Minnesota State College System, cu.. cit.
V. S . , Department of the Air Force, Air Force As-
11 , AFM 35-11, July 19, 1972, Table 9-1.
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The use of term appointments has been proposed for the
civil service executives of the American federal government.
During February, 1971, the executive branch of the federal
government sent to the Congress a recommendation for the
3 8es cablishmenc of a nev/ Federal Executive Service. One 
feature of this system would be to differentiate more sharply 
between noncareer executives, who would be appointed to 
government service for a limited duration from industry, 
universities, etc., and career executives who would be 
onosen under merit principles. Since the tendency in 
federal administration has been to classify positions of 
t'-i f administrators as noncareer, the career executive
■ n.i ruiis elected to move into such a position must necessarily 
forfeit the career rights that he had built up during his 
yaars of service. Under the proposed Federal Executive Ser­
vice he could accept any assignment without jeopardizing 
h_s career.
This proposal basically would establish a term appoint- 
t'.ent for federal executives and would make provision for the 
re-’iew of the executive and his contribution to the position 
ne occupies. As priorities shift or the executive's ability 
to contribute change, he would not be reappointed to the 
position, but, at the same time, he would have assurance of 
a oositicn at the GS-16 level.
"'"Seymour S. Berlin, "The Federal Executive Service," 
:1V 1 1 Service Journal, XI (April-June, 1971), p. 7.
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Far frcm creating an untouchable elite corps, the 
FFS proposal recognizes that the country's needs 
demand that the executive group be composed only 
of individuals currently making an exceptional con­
tribution, and that persons serving in career executive 
positions are periodically reviewed for retention in
the group.39
both the executive and the agency, the proposal claims, are 
protected. The executive has substantial protection against 
removal during the period of the appointment agreement, and 
the needs of the governmental agency are recognized in pro- 
V 1 u i ng for specific intervals of evaluation.
Summary
The concept of a term appointment for university presi- 
lents It not clearly formulated in the literature concerning 
higner education. The idea has both strong defenders and 
stiff opposition. Some characterize the presidential terra 
os ' necessary " and "the future model." Others represent a 
term as being "non-executive" and a hindrance upon govern­
ing boards. There are unmistakable disagreements about the 
presidential term appointment as a structure for enhancing 
leadership and accountability in higher education. It is 
also evident that the extent to which term appointments are 
currently in practice is not clear.
Term appointments are not foreign to higher education 
administration. Examples of term appointments for senior 
administrators, presidents, private trustees, and chief
^^ibid.
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ad:>!in is trators in other countries can be documented.
No comprehensive picture of term appointments for uni- 
vorsity presidents is extant in the current literature, al- 
‘neugn interest in the topic is evident. In American uni­
versities the president traditionally has been the focal 
pr int of the community. uis role, office, tenure, back­
ground and personality have been studied. The possibility 
of his relating to the university by means of an appoint­
ées. t for a specified number of years has been investigated 
by individual institutions for their own purposes of planning, 
but a more comprehensive view of the concept and practice
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN CF THE STUDY 
Introduction
Tne problem dealt with in this research was to deter­
mine and describe the concept and practice of former and 
current presidential term appointments in American doctoral 
decree granting universities. The plan for approaching the 
V:... included '1) examining the histories of American
1.'-u.er education with rhe purpose of detecting presidential 
appointments that were defined by means of a specified term,
2) identifying each university which currently uses a term 
appointment arrangement for its president, (3) securing from 
each president of that group a standard body of data concern­
ing the nature and practice of their terms, (4) selecting 
a representative group of peer institutions for comparative 
purposes, and (5) comparing the presidential appointive re­
lationship of those universities which do have a term appoint­
ment witn those similar institutions which do not.
Tne study relied on four approaches for gaining in­
formation, (1) survey of historical writings on universities, 
(2; an initial postal card questionnaire (Survey I), (3) a
39
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questionnaire to both term and non-term institutions 
(Survey II), (4) and a telephone interview with presidents 
appointed for a specified term.
Definitions
A rerm appointment, for the purposes of this research, 
was defined as an appointment formalized for a specified 
period which spans a time-block longer than one year. There­
fore, a presidential term appointment is a formalized ap­
pointment for a limited period of time. It is not an annual 
appointment nor an appointment to a fixed retirement age, 
subject to the pleasure of the board. It has a mutually 
rr.r.^rsirod expiration point, which may or may not be preceded 
hy an evaluation of presidential performance. Reappointment 
may cr may not be executed. The presidential term appoint­
ment IS a means of structuring and protecting a length of 
time a person may hold presidential leadership in a uni­
vers iry. A term appointment is contrasted with an annual 
appoiniment which is renewed yearly and a continuous appoint­
ment in which the incumbent serves an indefinite period at 
isure of the governing board.
The phrase "doctoral degree" used in this research 
■s to terminal academic degrees. Doctorates considered 
as "h.onorary" and first professional degrees were not in­




This research was designed to treat four questions:
(1) what has been the practice concerning presidential term 
appointments in the past?, (2) what is the extent of the 
current practice?, (3) what is the form of the current 
practice?, and (4) are there readily observable differences 
between term and non-term institutions?
Population
The population involved in this research consisted of 
the universities in the United States which confer an ac­
credited doctoral degree as recognized by the Federation of 
Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher Education and 
listed in Accredited Institutions of Higher Education, 1972- 
73." Two hundred and seventy-two accredited, graduate in­
stitutions which confer doctoral degrees were identified.
In states where these institutions have been organized into 
a state-wide system and/or governed by a single board only 
rhe campuses of that system which do, in fact, confer the 
doctoral degree were counted individually and included in 
the population of 2 72.
Term Institutions 
Responses on the postal card response forms, described
Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of 
Higher Education, Accredited Institutions of Higher Education: 
1972-73 (Washington! American Council on Education, 1^72).
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below, were used to determine the number of institutions of 
the population which make use of a term appointment for their 
chief administrator. The institutions which make up the 
o roup which employs the practice of a term appointment for 
choir presidents, therefore, involve all those accredited 
cipher education institutions in the United States which 
offer the doctoral degree and have adopted the practice of 
a presidential term appointment.
Comparison Group 
Another group of accredited, doctoral-granting uni- 
:r=ities were randomly selected which would be considered 
'■■-r institutions of the term universities, except that 
hey do not appoint their presidents on a term basis. Criteria 
■oioe established for the selection of this randomly strati- 
1_ad peer group. The selected universities in this group 
were similar in control, size, and region to the institutions 
wnich have term appointments for their presidents.
Each university with a presidential term appointment 
was teamed with another university which is controlled 
similarly, i.e., public to public, private to private. In 
order to align institutions according to size, six full-time 
equivalent enrollment divisions were determined. The 
divisions were 1-500, 501-1000, 1001-5000, 5001-10,000, 
10,001-25,000, and above. Therefore, these enrollment ranges 
were used to pair the universities. The third criterion, reg­
ional similarity, was met by requiring the paired institutions
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to belong to the same regional accrediting agency as do
their corresponding term institutions. The boundary lines
of che accrediting agencies were used as an objective means
of ciassifying the institutions regionally. The boundary
divisions as listed for the six regional accrediting agencies
2in Accredited Institutions of Higher Education: 1972-73
were used to team the institutions regionally.
Each institution that met the criteria of accredited, 
doctoral-granting, control, size and region were randomly 
numbered and randomly selected. This procedure was used to 
match approximately a non-term institution with each of 
lerrn institutions. All institutions which met the 
criteria for each term institution were constituted into 
a pool from wnich the single comparison university related 
to the term institution v/as drawn.
Two qualifications had to be made to the above criteria. 
In one instance no similar comparison institution in the ac­
creditation region of the term institution could be found, 
a n d , subsequently, an institution similar except for the 
regional criterion was selected. In another situation one 
comparison institution which was controlled privately was 
paired with a public institution because of an absence of 
similar public institutions, but both institutions met the 




In order to describe the practice of presidential term 
appointments in the past, examination was made of the 
history of American higher education for examples among 
the population institutions of presidential appointments 
limiced by defined time constraints. Available state his­
tories and histories of universities, along with letters 
received from presidents and university historians, have 
been the chief sources of the historical data.
Instruments
Data were gathered to deal with the questions of the 
arirena practice by means of two surveys, using mailed 
questionnaires, and follow-up telephone interviews.
Survey I
Information concerning the current extent of the 
practice of presidential term appointments was provided by 
initial survey mailed to the university presidents as 
iorined in the population. A cover letuer describing the 
study and defining the phrase "presidential term appointment" 
as used in this study accompanied a stamped postal card 
response form supplied to the presidents.
The response form provided, in addition to the name, 
address, and position of the respondent, the following in­
formation: (1) the title of the institution, which was fur­
nished by the researcher; (2) the source of the institution's
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joncrol, private or public; (3) a response concerning the 
use of the presidential term appointment for the chief 
administrator of the institution; (4) a response concerning 
formal plans of the institution to initiate a term appoint­
ment in the future; and (5) a response concerning study and 
rejection of the presidential term appointment practice at 
ahe institution.
Survey II
A thirty-two item questionnaire was developed in order 
to secure a standard body of information from each president 
: it r. •: i f led in the initial survey as holding office by means 
1 -pacified term appointment is well as free those presi- 
I'cc- : f institutions of the comparison group. Additional 
:,s lormat ion was asked of the presidents appointed on a term 
oasis.
A preliminary questionnaire was field-tested with the 
so-operation of selected university administrators. The 
'cu: trument evaluators included a university president, an 
executive assistant to a university president, and a vice- 
president for administrative affairs. The review of the 
evaluators provided a clarification of the instrument and 
led to some modifications.
Tne final form of the instrument contained three major 
sections. The first section included generally available 
information and was completed prior to being mailed to the
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universLties. This information was supplied by the re­
searcher to the respondents in order to certify if the in- 
torrnation was accurate. Items in the first section in­
cluded the title of the institution, the means of control, 
public or private; the type student body, coed, all-male, 
sr all-female; size of the enrollment; and the number of
c.cutorates awarded the year ending June 30 , 1971. The source 
tor the enrollment information v/as the Yearbook of Higher 
L location; 1973-74,^ and the information concerning the
number of doctoral degrees conferred by the institution was
4listed in American Universities and Colleces.
I l or tne questionnaire containec items aesigned 
information descritti/e . f toe formal reiation- 
.ween the president and tne institution. Questions 
:d creating the following elements in the relation- 
snip: (1) length and termination of service of former presi­
dents, (2) nature of the appointment and service of the 
current president, {3) evaluation of the president, and (4) 
nature of tne contract.
All questions of this section were formed to provide 
information which would lead to a description of the current 
term practice. Items concerning the length of tenure and
^Jon S. Greene, ed. , Yearbook of Higher Education: 
11 "3-^4 (Orange, M. J. : Academic Media, 19 7 3) .
4W. Todd Furniss, ed., American Universities and 
Co 1Leges (11th ed.; Washing tone American Council on Edu- 
cation, 19 73).
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"leans of terminating the office were designed to determine 
if any trends for long or short presidencies preceded the 
current presidencies or if any expiration patterns could be 
do/eloped. Items concerning the appointment of the current 
president were constructed to produce data concerning which 
constituencies participated in selection of the president 
and academic security provisions provided the president.
: rems concerning evaluation of the president's performance 
wore developed to describe existing review practices of the 
ins t i tu tions.
The final information produced by Part II was the
r jlaticnship with the i.is t . tuti in . If the response indicated 
chit a "specified term, " as contrasted witi: an annual con- 
crict renewal or an indefinite appointment, depicted the 
relationship then additional information was requested.
Part III of the instrument, directed toward those 
presidents with term appointments, produced the following 
information: (1) the nature of the term, (2) conditions of
-'va 1 uation of the term, and (3) and the circumstances sur­
rounding reappointment or renewal of the term. The items 
were designed to produce descriptive information concern­
ing current term appointments.
A letter accompanied each instrument explaining the 
purpose of the investigation, giving the references for the 
information supplied in Part I and solioiting the president's
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assistance in the project, A pre-stampad, return envelop 
cas included to encourage response.
Interview Schedule 
Eac'n president whose appointment was defined with a 
specified term was telephoned for an interview. In each 
case the special secretary to the president was first con- 
lacted, told the topic of concern, and asked for a convenient 
,-d.tn the president could be called for a brief interview, 
In introductory comments the presidents were told that 
tneir personal perceptions were valued in this interview.
' .-.t m  .c:; >- c: -n •' m  O  V  1“ hh; 1 t.] a te b
. GU
What were the dynamics surrounding the origin of the 
' ■::cm appointment at the institution you lead?, and ( 2) Are 
ycu personally satisfied with serving under a term appoint­
ment arrangement?
Therefore, the major purposes of the interview were to 
extend the data into the areas of perceptions of the presi-
d.w.ts concerning their satisfaction level with their term 
arrangement and to inquire more deeply into the factors which 




In order to describe the past and current practice 
c presidential term appointments, histories of institutions 
ich currently are accredited to grant the doctoral degree 
v/ere examined and these institutions were surveyed to deter­
mine the extent of the use of presidential term appointments, 
he 1 1 ow i n.g the identification of the institutions whose presi- 
■i:er. IS hold office on a term basis, an equal number of similar 
institutions were selected for comparison purposes. Both 
scsi.s of institutions were surveyed concerning their presi- 
cential appointment practices. Telephone interviews were 
n-.v i 1 : 1  purposes of further invest :.g = ti r.g the appointments 
: ■ term cresidents.
CHAPTER IV
HISTORICAL PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENT PRACTICES
IntiroGucuion
For the mosr parr, eppcinrmenrs c:: university presidents 
uy 'joverning boards in American higher education have been 
.viihouc stated rerri conditions, nov/ever some presidents have 
ar-n riven annual appointments. Again . the Harvard charter
.. detined vith t ; me con? era;, nts . Sy implication the pos- 
- 1 le tine of service v.as u.ilini red. The College of William 
^nh : la ry provided the model for an annual renewal of the 
president's appointment.
Harvard's contribution to tne conoeca of the length 
V 1 tenure being tied to "the pleasure or the Board" was de­
rived from the Harvard charter of 165Q which gave no temporal 
dfjiinition to the relationship between president and board. ̂  
The implication was that the duration of the relationship, 
or "corporate fellowship", was limited only by the agree­
ment of the parties involved. Later the 1701 charter of 
Tale also omitted any direct reference to the appointive
1
"Morison. Harvard College in the Seventeenth Century, 
, pp. 5-3.
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rola*_Lonsliip oetween beard and president:. The chief concern 
ef the Yale charter, in this regard, was for the Trustees 
CO appoint a rector who would work for rhe stated purposes 
of the college." However, minutes preserved from the 
I-'ovember 11, 1701, Trustees meeting recora that the Rector, 
Master, Usher, or Ushers, shall continue in office Quamdiu
Hene Se Cesserint, "as long as they conduct themselves 
v/eli."'^ The burden cf the appointive relationship was intends 
to be placed on the incumcen :.s.
The Charter for The College of William and Mary called 
for eighteen trustees wr.c must: be residents of the colony.
.-y -- - u- ■ • - v - - r  ny- p: y- p:. r't' ̂  T
-• inont and discreet pent;, tc re the chancellor. " ̂  The
ter, or president, of th i ,nl l.rgo '.m s  the "practical 
en-ecutive" of the institution.^ The first annual rector was
tile R e . James Blair. .-.s one of the original trustees he
“Franklin E. Dexter, Biographical Sketches of the 
J:-duates of Yale College with Annals of the College History 
'Nev.' York: Henry Holt and Company, 1835), pp. 3-4,
^Franklin B. Dexter, ed.. Documentary History of Yale 
ivers ity (New Haven: Yale Uni versi ty Press, 1916) , p"̂  2 8.
Herbert B. Adams, The College or William and Mary
: Washington, D . C . : Government Printing Office, 1887) , p. 18.
^For an interesting account of the decline of the 
chancellor at Oxford and the ascent cf the rector see John 
F . h a 1 3 , Corporations : A, Study of the Origins (2 vols.;
..'a:.' York: Burt Franklin, 1905) , p p . 266-70.
.a annually elected to the office until his death in 1743.^ 
The Chancellor of the college, on the other hand, was 
•nsidered an honorary position. Old statutes define his 
'Sition, saying '".vhen the college wanes a new president or 
lessor, or m a s t e r , iar une college senate rely chiefly 
. his assistance, aduice, ana reccmmenaa-ion."^ During
l..inial rule the Bishop of Loac.cn served as Chancellor.
' 1 T 8 3 ; George vJa shi a g tor. '/ i s the •' 1 rst American elected 
ascellor by the heard.
There are, icuevar. ii cad erre-, s in American higher edu- 
r ion history of legisi ati'-e =tacutes . charter requirements,
.11.. a 1 hal _ a . la.-o . . .-':ci‘ o-' iii::.i.i iiave been searched
. cicureiic-.- t s ..eci i i.e i. i . iii i"r coc; - i denes in the uni-
111 the findings of presidential term appointments which
’Ilow one was a charter requirement, one was based on board 
: .icy, and one was wri t ten incr che state statutes, and the 
:st %/as a method used by a beard in the selection of a par­
cel ar presiden- and was not the once in- oolicy of the board.
The annual election seems to nave been perfunctory, 
iir held the office for fifty years. The first sixteen 
:sidents of william and Gary served from 169 3-1854 with 
average tenure of 10 years, T'./o served single year
' Ibid., p . 35.
^Ibid., p . 3 4.
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Tenus seem to have been imposed or ignored in response to 
pressures of the day. In three of the cases the university 
mentioned began a term appointment with its first president, 
and the fourth was a temporary policy on the part of a uni­
versity board when filling the vacancy of a popular president 
who had held office for nearly four decades.
New York University 
The organizing charter for the University of the City 
of Nev; York, later named New York University, called for the 
Council, as the governing board of the institution, to
elevr a Chancellor of the •n-.? vers it/ f v i a term of four
times re-el ecti n sou Id take p ! ace mas not specified. The 
Rev. Mr. James Mathews was tiie rirst to be elected chancellor 
of the university. He served two terms from 1831-1839,^^ 
and resigned during a period of financial stress and faculty 
ten s i.ovi. ■ ̂  Following the first chancellor the concept of a 
too m was app'arently ignored by the board. The second chan- 
cel Lor, Theodore Frelinghusen, served from 1830-1850 and 
resigned to become President of Rutgers University. No
9Theodore F. Jones, ed., New York University: 1832-1932 
' New York: The New York University Pressl 19 3 3) , p"! 21.
~*^Sidney Sherwood, The University of the State of New 
York: History of Higher Education in the State^of New York 
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1900), pi 26 5.
^^Jones, New York University, p. 51.
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terrr. contract was mentioned in the literature surrounding 
his presidency. Following Frelinghusen the university could 
not afford the services of a chancellor, but in November,
18 52, Dr. Isaac Ferris accepted the position without salary
until subscripuions to eliminate une university's debt could
13 0 compleued. “ Ferris held une office for seventeen years 
■-•ithout term requirements. In 1870 it was suggested in- 
formuily to him by Council members that he retire in order 
to allow one more energetic to head the university. Term 
appointment procedures were not employed at this time to 
mollify the embarassments of this situation.
Dr . hi. u_. d Cut 3 by was elected on an cel lor in 1870 .
r ■ 'O i \ m  V- c; f- T - 3  f ’'t CO I - ^ n  c  ut 1 rt. -  v- -i- - rr' -p
:'cur years; and lie regarded his elecc i^n, in spite 
: r tracedents to the contrar'c, as for that term
1.. u u s e of continued difficulties in securing endowments 
Irosby resigned in June 1873, before the four-year term 
n:' j-lu have expired, but ht; continued tc serve in the office 
:n ; :_1 June, 1881. He Stated that he understood his services 
fro:: 1873-1881 to be purely temporary. * ̂
During the presidency of the Rev. John Hall, 1881- 
1351, the fact that the charter of the university had been
"■“Ibid. , P- 7U
t 1-“Ibid., P- 90 .
14_ _xxjid. , p. 95.
1 5Ibid., p. 118.
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ionored v/as faced by the Council. Existing practices did 
not reflect charter statements. The charter had required 
for one-fourth of the Council tc be elected annually, for 
zhe mayor of the city and four members of the city council 
to be elected annually, and for no one religious sect to 
ever have a majority in nhe Counoil.^° Although modifications 
v/ere made on these i t e m s , t h e  term appointment aspects of 
the university's organization v;ere not reformed. It appears 
chat the struggle for survival of the institution demanded 
the chief energies of the Council, and less effort was made 
uc deal with governance matters that seemed secondary to
ur. 1 vers:
The University of Missouri also initiated a term 
appointment beginning with its first president. At a meeting 
of the Board of Curators on October 6, 1340, the policy was 
agreed upon that would set the president's term of office 
-.-t six years with an annual salary cf three thousand dollars. 
John liiram Lathrop accepted these conditions and became the 
first president. On January 29, 1849, the Board repealed 
its former resolution, passed on January 29, 1846, providing 
for the election of a president at the "annual meeting next
^^Ibid., p. 126 
^^Ibid., p. 128.
18Frank F. Stephens, A History of the University of 
Missouri (Columbia: University o£ Missouri Press, 196 2), p. 30.
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preceding" the termination of his term and extended Lathrop's
cerm of office four years beyond the expiration date of his 
19current term. He had been re-elected in 1846 for a four 
20year term. The new action was taken to protect the presi­
dent from the new Board taking office in April, 1849, which 
contained anti-Lathrop factions. Under pressure. President: 
Larhrcp resigned in the summer of 1849 without completing
 ̂ X. 21nis second term.
The term appointment policy of the Missouri Board was
not provided by statute or charter, and, therefore, the ap-
plication of the policy and the length of the term varied
: r: accordance wi th the purposes and - or consensus of the
.::e:::bers of the Board at any particular time. The second
president of the University of Missouri protested appoint-
'.non.t on a term basis.
Dr. James Shannon was elected president in September,
2 21649, and took office in July, 18o0. He was first elected 
to a term of six years. Shannon objected that the effect 
cf this limitation was to place him on probation as if to 
test him for his fitness for the office. He wrote that he 
knew of no otner college in Europe or America electing a
1 q Ibid., p . 64.
loid., p. 122n.
iDia., p . 65.
22Jonas Viles, The
His tory (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1939) , ^  sT
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president for a term of years and requested that the Board
23omit the term requirements if they wished for him to accept.
The Board rescinded its previous action and elected Shannon
"during good behavior." He also insisted on being able to
continue his preaching, and the Board tacitly accepted this
condition.^^ Shannon's preaching was the source of many
disputes. Anti-Shannon factions wanted the president and
professors of the university to give full attendance to their
duties of office and avoid the simultaneous practicing of
2 5other "learned professions." In July, 1856, the Board 
"voted unanimously to re-elect James Shannon for a term of
'who shall hold nis office in the manner pre-
2 6scribed' by the Act of December 4, 18a5."“ In the light 
oi this action Shannon was faced with the decision of re­
maining as president on a term basis or abandoning his
27preaching. He declined the appointment.
Following the resignation of Shannon, the Board re­
turned to its term appointment policy with the selection of
Processor William W. Hudson to be president for a term of 
2 8SIX years. Hudson died of a bronchial disease in June,
2 3Stephens, University of Missouri, p. 80.
^^Viles, University of Missouri, p. 53.





1859, near the end of his third year in office.
The Board next elected Albert Taylor Bledsoe to a
six year term of office without having any assurance that he
would be receptive to the offer. Bledsoe declined the 
29position.
The Board then reformulated its term policy. The 
university was reorganized into five departments. The pro­
fessor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy and Political 
Science was elected to be ex officio President. The Board 
limited the term of teachers to exceed not more than four 
years without re-election, therefore the term of the presi- 
1 z was sec because cf his faculty rank.^^ Benjamin B. 
h 1u r was e±ecced president. " in Marcn, 1862, the Univer­
sity was closed due to the civil war and che duties of the
3 3President and professors were interrupted. The term 
policy did not prove to be a means of protection for those 
serving under its provisions. It was more ornamental than
snielding.
In 1865, John H. Lathrop, the first president of the 
University of Missouri, (in the mean time having served
^^Ibid., p. 129. 
^^Ibid., p. 139. 
'-^Ibid. , p. 141. 
^^Ibid., p. 145. 
^^Ibid., p. 161.
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presidencies at Indiana and Wisconsin), was again elected 
34president. No term was stated for him, but the faculty
3 5at that time was serving a one year term.
At the end of one year Daniel Read was elected president
in 1856 for a four-year term, and wirhout consulting him,
the Board re-elected him for another four-year term in 1869,
"to commence at the expiration of his first term."^^ When
his second term expired, because of minority opposition to
him, Read was re-elected for a one-year term, from July 1,
1874 to July 1, 1875. Later, he was elected for another one-
year term, but he gave explicit notice that he would not ac-
37c = pt t.-.e of rice beyond culy, x876.
i'hie nexr Beard selection for the presidency was Dr.
Samuel Spahr Laws, who was elected for a four year term on
3 8December 15, 1875. In his letter of acceptance Laws in­
sisted on the qualification that
. . . he reserved the right to resign at his own dis­
cretion, noting that such elections were usually in­
definite in length and implying that his presidency 
should not be limited by a term of y e a r s . 39
At the close of this four-year term Laws was unanimously
^^Ibid. , P- 186.
^^Ibid,, p. 184.
^^Ibid., p. 253.




re-elected, and at tnat time "no term of office was speci- 
4 0:led." Laws resigned in 1889 in a dispute with the state
. -  ̂ 41leg ISlature.
The initial four-year term of Dr. Laws was the final 
effort of the University of Missouri Board to operationalize 
a specified term policy for the President. The next succeed­
ing six presidents of the University of Missouri were elected 
without reference to a term appointment for their position, 
altiiough one. Dr. Walter Williams, was elected only four
yec^rs before his mandatory retirement at the age of seventy
42years.
Missouri statutes since 1855 regarding the state uni-
/ers 1 ty iiave allowed the Beard cf Curators to appoint and
4 3remove the university president "at discretion."' In this 
case the early governing boards at Missouri chose the term 
as their pleasure and policy.
University of Illinois 
The first chief administrator of the University of 
Illinois, originally named Illinois Industrial University,
^^Ibid., p. 318n.
 ̂ibid. , p . 316 .
■' ̂ Ibid. , p . 56 8.
I 3Letter from Rorert H. Hall, Assistant Programs Di­
rector, Missouri Commission on Higher Education, Jefferson 
City, Hay 9, 19 7 4.
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4 4was given the title "Regent" and was elected for a two
year term. Earlier a committee of the State Agricultural
Society, known as the Decatur Committee, had framed an organi­
zation for a university in Illinois and drafted a bill to 
establish the Illinois Industrial University.
The Decatur Committee set the term of the Regent at 
six years, the same as the trustees, but the General 
Assembly reduced it to two years without recorded 
debate,^ ̂
The short term, according to historian Solberg, represented 
the academic equivalent of frequent elections in politics
and was in harmony with the Jacksonian politics that called
. , ■ . i_ • 4 6tne university into being.
The first Regent at Illinois, John :>I. Gregory, con­
sidered the two year term hazardous. ~ However, Gregory 
did serve as Regent from 1867 to 1880. Gregory's appoint­
ment was a series of two year terms, and this same practice 
defined the length of the chief administrators' service at 
the University of Illinois until 1930. "On May 9, 1930, 
the Board of Trustees amended their By-Laws to read that 
the President shall 'hold his office on indefinite tenure.
44 The term "Regent" was used to avoid what the estab- 
iisiiers of the university understood to be the negative con­
notations associated with the office of the president in the 
ante-bellum college. See Solberg, p. 330.
4 3Linton U. Solberg, The University of Illinois, 1867- 




d 8at the pleasure of the Board.'"'
Earlier, on June 30, 1927, the statutes of the state 
of Illinois had been revised to change the title of the 
chief administrator of the university from regent to Presi­
dent. At the same time rhe term of office provisions for 
une President were eliminated, and the incumbent was re-
49cjuired to serve at the pleasure of the board of trustees.
University of Michigan 
At the retirement of James Burrill Angell in 1909 
after thirty-eight years as president of the University of 
UU1 i gar., the board of the university approached New York 
' _ vzrr.or Charles Evans Hughes with an offer to become the 
naw president, however Hughes subsequently declined. No 
likely candidate appeared to be immediately available, and, 
therefore, the dean of the School of Law, Harry Burns Hut- 
ch ins, was appointed acting president for a term of one 
year. During this period the board continued to search.
'.'he presidency was offered both to Woodrow Wilson of Prince­
ton and David Jayne Hill, former president of the University 
of Rochester and at the time of the offer the U. S.
4 8Letter from Maynard Britchford, University Archi- 
cist. University of Illinois, June 19, 1974.
4 9Edward C. Elliott and M. M. Chambers, eds. , 
Charters and Basic Laws of Selected American Universities 
and Colleges (New York: The Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, 1934) , p. 231.
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Ambassador to Germany. Both declined.
In June, 1910, the Board concluded to make 
Hutchins president for a term of five years. At 
the end of the five-year term the Regents urged 
him to continue as president, and Hutchins re­
mained in the office another five years until 
1920.51
Hurchins was succeeded in the Michigan presidency by
Marion LeRoy Burton, who at the time of his selection was
5 2president of the University of Minnesota. Neither Hutchins' 
predecessor nor his successor were placed on a term appoint­
ment. The original term which had been offered Hutchins ap­
parently was a means by which the Board of Regents of the 
University of Michigan sought to fill the presidential 
; :i 11 n : y , following the long and popular tenure of Angell, 
w.cnouc entering into a long-term commitment. The term 
was a pro tempore policy of the board of control.
Summary
The basic literature was searched for precedents of 
presidential term appointments in the hisuory of American 
universities. It has been concluded from this survey that 
occurrences were infrequent. Four universities were cited 
which have employed the specified term for the chief
5 0Howard H. Peckham, The Making of the University of 





id.Tiinistrator. In most of the Histories, serving in the 
presidency at the pleasure of the board of control seems to 
have been taken for granted to the extent that its mention 
v;as unnecessary. For the most part little information has 
neen made available concerning the appointive relationship 
of rhe president to the institution. This circumstance can 
be contrasted with an extensive record concerning search 
activities for filling vacant presidencies.
The four historical cases of presidential term ap- 
poinrments occurred at New York University, the University 
of Missouri,the University of Illinois, and the University 
" f : 0:'. IV on. These four occurrences demonstrate the variety 
■ ch. 2 priori ce. The ccndirions of the term were deter­
mine, d internally, and no institution was the national model 
f-, r others. The conditions of the practice were situational, 
ihese four institutions also illustrate the limited extent 
jl the practice. No other presidential term policies have 
bo 1:1 uncovered.
It was only in the nineteenth century that the practice 
V o; found to span more than one incumbent in the same in- 
'iituticn. In each instance, after a period of time, the 
nractice was discontinued.
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS CONCERNING CURRENT PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENTS
Introduction
Three direct approaches were used to gather the data 
recorded in this chapter: (1) a postal card survey, called
Survey I; (2) an expanded survey instrument with thirty-two 
items, called Survey II; and (3) telephone interviews.
1:'. i e : consideration was given to the data from the instru­
isent in tne second survey. In selected cases, presidents 
were requested to clarify information that had been pro­
vided in Survey I. Telephone interviews were conducted in 
order to obtain additional perceptions and interpretations 
from the presidents, and the length and quality of these 
interviews varied according to the demands upon and avail- 
a b - 1 1 ty of the contacted presidents.
Survey I, with 259 responses tabulated from a popula­
tion of 272, established that 232, 89.6 percent, did not use 
a term appointment for the president while 27, 10.4 percent, 
presidents served under a term arrangement. Survey II, which 
produced responses from seventeen of the presidents appointed 
on a term basis, demonstrated that fifteen of the terms have
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been established since 1970, and nearly two-thirds, eleven, 
of the terms were for periods of five years. When term 
institutions were compared with similar non-term institutions 
some differences emerged. The trend in the term institutions 
clearly was for shorter tenures in office, for example, 
when the length of service of the last three presidents of 
each institution was compared. More term presidents were 
given the security of faculty tenure, and, notably, more 
term presidents were held accountable by means of formal 
evaluation periods. The interviewed presidents were, for 
the most part, satisfied with holding office on a term appoint-
fo.lowing key questions: (1) To what extent is the practice
_ f presidential term appointments currently being used?,
2 ,i How can the current presidential term appointment be 
characterized?, (3) What comparisons can be drawn between 
two groups of similar institutions, one in which presidential 
term appointments are in use and one in which they are not?
Extent of the Current Practice
A chief function of this research was to bring clarity 
to che question of the degree to which presidential term ap­
pointments are in effect in American universities. The 
current use of the specified term for presidents was deter­
mined by surveying the chief executives of the 272 univer-
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SI ties in the United States which are accredited to confer 
doctoral degrees. The letter accompanying the response 
form defined a presidential term appointment as a limited 
term which is more than a duration of one year.
Both initial and follow-up mailings were used in this 
survey. The return in response to the first mailing totaled 
2 32 responses. A follow-up mailing resulted in 27 additional 
responses. The total response to this survey was 259 from the 
population of 272, or a 95 percent return. The total number 
reporting a negative response to the question of current uses 
of a presidential term appointment was 232, and the total af­
firmative response v/as 27. From, the 259 responses 10 percent 
repcrred chat the president: of the institution did have a 
term appointment while 90 percent responded that the presi­
dent did not have a term appointment.
TABLE 1 
RESPONSES TO FIRST SURVEY
Population Respondents
(doctoral degree Num- Percent-
granting universities) her age
272 259 95
An item in the second survey instrument also sought 
to determine, more specifically, if the president of the 
institution held office by continuous appointment, annual 
renewal of the appointment, or for a specified term. Seven
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TABLE 2
SURVEY I: DOCTORAL PROGRAM INSTITUTIONS WITH 
PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENTS ACCORDING TO 
SOURCE OF CONTROL
Ins L1 lutions Public Private Total
VvLch Terra 14 13 2 7*
Wishout Term 127 105 2 32
TOTAL 141 118 259
*In the interest of anonymity it has been agreed not 
CO publish the names of the institutions. They are avail­
able upon reauest.
r ;:so vnJencs oho reported in the initial survey that the 
:-s_-si0enc held office by means of a term appointment indi- 
s.-.oeci a different response on the second survey. Four of 
: 1.0 %e oho altered their responses reported that the presi­
dent served at the pleasure of the board on a continuous 
appointment; the other three changed their response to show 
that their president serves on an annual basis. Since 
twenty-seven presidents of institutions reported in the 
first survey that they held office on a term appointment 
arrangement, the seven who shifted their response from the 
specified term to a continuous or an annual appointment repre­
sented a 26 percent loss in the number of institutions which 
use the term appointment. Five of the institutions from which 
responses were received were private institutions and two 
were publicly controlled. One private institution which
6 9
V.aÀ paired as a aea-terrr. institution wiuh one of these five 
private universities which changed from term to non-term 
indicated in the second survey that it did, after all, have 
a specified term for its president. Consequently this pair­
ing was continued for comparison purposes, but the classi­
fications of term, and non-term were reversed. Finally, 
tr.cn, t.iere was in. reality a net loss of six institutions 
v.'h-' were reported as having a specified presidential term 
in rurvoy I but did not indicate this to be true in Survey
Therefore, the number of universities with a presi- 
; V ' .1 : 1 r-11'. appc : n im.en. t , as qualified by the Survey II
in 11 rumen t, was twen.ty-one . Ih.ree of these twenty-one 
institutions had the same president and only one instrument 
was completed for this group and included in the study.
Two others who reported that a specified term appointment 
existed for th.eir president in Survey I did not return Survey 
ri. The actual number of completed instruments, therefore, 
'.ill0:1 represent the nineteen presidents serving on a term
 ̂ t c z ,t\ » * T"
Two state-wide university systems have adopted a policy 
of a term appointment for tneir presidents; one was the State 
University of New York system, and the other was the South 
Dakota system.
The first survey produced the information that two 
additional institutions, Clark University and Long Island
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University, both private, have plans for inaugurating a 
tern appointment for their presidents, but no details of the 
policies were available.^
One rationale for the specified term has been to pro­
vide for regular review of the presidential performance.
The existence of concern for evaluation by some respondents, 
therefore, may be an indicator of a ^  facto term arrange­
ment. Three presidents noted that, although they did not 
formally have a term appointment, they have asked that their 
presidential performance be reviewed periodically. Letters 
were sent to these presidents asking for further details 
:n.:erning the reassessment. The president of the Carnegis- 
hei 1 :,n University, who reported serving at the pleasure of 
the board and understood himself to be evaluated continually, 
/ltd asked that the board arrange for formal evaluation of
his performance whenever they thought it desirable, with the
2suggestion that it be done every five years. The current 
president assumed his office of July 1, 1972, and this re­
view has not yet been undertaken. Also, the president of 
tl'.e University of New Mexico, serving at the pleasure of the 
board, requested in 1973, following five years in office, 
til at the Regents evaluate his performance as president.
^Further investigation revealed that one of these 
institutions does not plan to begin a specified term.
2Letter from Raymond E. Parshall, Assistant to the 
President, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Penn­
sylvania, May 3, 19 74.
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Discussions among the members of the Board took place con­
cerning the president's conduct in office, but, as far as 
the president was aware, no systematic or wide-spread con­
sultation among components of the university took place.^
The president of Yale University asked for and was given a 
formal review after seven years of service. He did not 
request a seven-year term, and he was asked to continue as
4president following a thorough review by the trustees.
Nine of the Survey I responses indicated that the 
possibility of a term appointment had been formally studied 
and rejected as a model for the presidential appointive re- 
Laaionshic at than institution. Three of the nine institutions
TABLE 3
SURVEY I: NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS WITH REPORTED




Flans to install term 0 2 2
Formal rejection of term 3 6 9
were public and six were private: DePaul University, Johns
Hopkins University, Marquette University, Texas Tech
^Letter from Ferrell Heady, President, The University 
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, May 21, 1974.
dLetter from Henry Chauncey, Jr., Secretary, Yale 
University, New Haven, Conn., April 3, 1974.
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University, University of Santa Clara, University of Louis­
ville, University of Virginia, Wesleyan University, and 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. The president of DePaul 
University, who had previously served on an annual basis, 
jnarrated the change away from annual election and continued 
' r': the position at the pleasure of the board. ̂  At Johns 
hopnins the decision to reject the idea of a term contract 
for the president was made by an ^  hoc committee of the 
ivoard of Trustees charged with revision of the By-Laws.
The reasons that prevailed in rejecting the idea of 
a term contract were that the Trustees were anxious 
avoid a particular period when the presidency of 
he University might take on lame duck aspects. The 
eeling was also expressed that as long as a presi- 
; was doing well the reaffirmation involved in 
:wing iiis contract would be relatively meaningless; 
that when a president is not doing well the Board 
r.ouid act decisively to make a change without post- 
on i r.g its decision until the expiration of a stated 
term. Further, most of the Trustees believe that it 
is not possible to decide on the appropriate length 
of service for presidents in the abstract, believing 
rather that this varies with changing circumstances 
one changing incumbents.^
The Texas Tech University president was reported to serve
on an annual contract arrangement, which was selected by
til at board as a better plan than the term contract.^
^Letter from John R. Cortelyou, President, DePaul Uni­
versity, Chicago, May 6, 19 74.
A
r
tter from Steven Muller, President, The Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, May 6, 19 74.
7Letter from Grover E. Murray, President, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, May 10, 1974.
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gBoth the presidents of the University of Virginia and the
9Worcester Polytechnic Institute served at the pleasure of 
their boards, and inquiries concerning the rejection of a 
term appointment arrangement at their institutions were met 
with implicit denials that such action had been taken.
Two respondents noted that the state systems of which 
they are a part were studying the feasibility of presidential 
term appointments for all state-supported institutions in 
the system. The two state systems mentioned were Florida 
and North Dakota. In each of these states the state-wide 
board was a governing board for the public institutions 
o:;d not a coordinating board. Correspondence from the 
Florida system clarified that no firm recommendations have 
.-•-.•en developed, but staff discussions with the board con­
cerning a five-year term, renewable for one additional five- 
year term, with evaluation prior to the close of any ap­
pointive period, were met with opposition and consequently
. 10 aoanaoned.
One institution, the University of Dayton, acknow­
ledged that it had used the term appointment procedures for 
Its president but discontinued the practice in 1965. Further
g
Letter from C. Tom Reese, Assistant to the President, 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, May 14, 1974.
9Letter from George Hazzard, President, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, Mass., May 8, 1974.
^^Letter from Robert B. M a u t z , Chancellor, State Uni­
versity System of Florida, Tallahassee, May 22, 1974.
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study of the university uncovered that prior to 1965 the 
president of the University of Dayton was also Religious 
Superior of the Community responsible for the institution.
The term appointment v;as attached to the religious position 
and not to the presidency. However, from 1850 until 1965, 
the president at Dayton and the Religious Superior were the 
same person. Canon law dictated that such superiors should 
have terms of three years, and they normally were renewed 
once. With few exceptions presidents of Dayton served for 
six year periods. In 1965, because of the enlarged responsi­
bilities of both offices, the two positions were separated,
I/ie university president was made subject to the pleasure 
o : the ho a r d ,
Some incidental information was provided on the Survey 
I response forms. Mine institutions indicated having had 
discussions, at some level and to some degree, concerning 
the possibility of a presidential term appointment.
This research determined the extent of the use of 
presidential term appointments among accredited, doctoral- 
granting institutions of higher education. From among 272 
institutions 21, or 7,4 percent had adopted a term appoint­
ment for their chief executive, and three of these institutions 
had the same president.
^^Letter from Raymond A, Roesch, President, University 
of Dayton, Ohio, May 6, 19 74.
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Description of the Current Practice 
Responses to the Survey II instrument, designed in 
part to gain a description of the term institutions, indi­
cated that all seventeen of the respondents which held a 
presidential office defined by a term appointment served 
institutions which had coeducational student bodies; eleven 
were public institutions and six were private; the largest 
was a state university with over 36,000 students and the 
smallest was a private seminary with an enrollment of one 
hundred fifty. The number of doctorates awarded for the year 
ending June 20, 1971, ranged from zero, at a private in- 
sritution accredited to confer the doctorate but awarding 
-.-.ne, ec 561 at a public university.
Nearly one-half of the term appointments represented 
in the seventeen institutions returning the second survey 
instrument were initiated in 1973. The years in which the 
institutions that currently use a presidential term appoint­
ment began the practice range from an estimated 1944 ("thirty 
years ago") to 1974 ("this one"). Only two of the seventeen
TABLE 4
YEARS IN WHICH INSTITUTIONS INITIATED 
PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENT POLICIES 
CURRENTLY IN EFFECT
1944 1964 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
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wore begun before 1970. For purposes of formal review of 
presidents some terms were made retroactive to the year the 
incumbent took office. Therefore, the evaluation of some 
presidents may take place before a time that is arrived at 
by adding the length of the terra to the starting date of 
the policy.
The most easily documented fact was the length of the 
terra appointments in effect. The majority of the terms were 
for a length of five years. Eleven of the seventeen re­
spondents held office for a five-year term. A sabbatical 
leave during the sixth year with full salary was provided 
ir. one case. A ten-year term, adopted by one state system, 
was the second most frequently reported. Two institutions 
had four-year terras, and one had a three-year terra. When a 
■j rouping was made of the institutions which use the three- 
year, four-year, and five-year terms the resulting total was 
over 80 percent of the terra institutions. It is notable also 
chat no institution used a six-year, seven-year, eight-year, 
or nine-year term.
TABLE 5
LENGTH IN YEARS OF PRESIDENTIAL 
TERM APPOINTMENTS IN EFFECT
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The predominance of the five-year term mode was rein­
forced by two other observations. The presidents holding 
office under the ten-year term were part of a state system 
i r. which there was an annual evaluation of the president's 
performance, and the total term was for a maximum of ten 
years. Five years was the longest period reported in which 
a president: wirh a term appointment led a university without 
_valuation and/or reappointment taking place. Secondly,
one president holding office for a three-year term had 
served the institution as Acting President for two years 
before being asked to accept the presidency for a five-year 
T^rm. This president decided that five years was the total 
_r.a chat he wished to serve as president and, therefore, 
proposed that the term be specified as a three-year appoint-
Eleven of the incumbent term presidents held their 
positions before the term was established. They did not 
resign when the term was put into effect. Four others re­
ported that their presidency and the establishment of tne 
cerm appointment at their institutions coincided. Only 
two of the universities have had more than one president 
serve with a specified term.
In over one-half of the universities using the presi­
dential term appointment the governing board provided the 
chief impetus which led to the adoption of the term appoint­
ment policy. The board alone was credited with the respon-
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sibiiity for bringing about the term arrangement in ten of 
cr:0 seventeen institutions. Two institutions gave credit 
to the president alone for initiating the term, one named 
the state commissioner, one designated the board along with 
administrators, and one respondent mentioned a combination 
of board, faculty, administrators, and students as having 
been influential in discussions concerning a specified term 
for the president. In no case did alumni receive credit for 
the term policy, nor did such external elements as governor, 
legislature, news media, etc., play an influential role, 
berms seem, to have been internally initiated.
Among the constituencies which were part of the formal 
.m;,odg of the term concept before adoption, the governing 
board was again tne most potent force. In ten of seventeen 
term institutions tne board v;as the only sub-system studying 
tne possibility of a presidential term appointment policy.
In three institutions both the board and the administration 
were involved in the pre-adoption study, in another a combina­
tion of board, faculty, and administration participated, 
and still another added student involvement to the process.
The ten institutions in which the board alone initiated 
the term for the president were identical to the ten in­
stitutions in which the board was the sole body which studied 
the term proposal. Faculty were only included in the process 
in two of the seventeen situations. As demands for the term 
appointment did not arise from the faculty, neither did
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faculty have a structured means for contributing to the form 
::1. j term practice would take. Students had even less formal 
'cp';r. Alumni and university employees had none. The 
board clearly was credited with being the most prominent 
force in bringing about the term policy.
However, local variations in state systems can be noted. 
Presidents of campuses that were part of the same state 
system where the specified term decision was made at the 
state system governing board level did not report identi­
cal influences for bringing about the term appointment. One 
respondent viewed the decision to be the board's entirely 
while others in that system saw several local campus con­
stituencies participating in the decision. Perceptions,
X.emeries, and/or experiences on the various individual cam­
puses did not coincide.
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Interview data from two chief administrators of com­
ponent campuses of the same state-wide system indicated that 
the governing board of the system, by advancing a specified 
cerin, placed a positive value on internal assessment and 
understood a presidential term appointment to be a potential 
face-saving device for both the board and the president.
Two other forces more subtly at work in this system were, 
reportedly, the concern of members of the state legislature 
and university faculties for formal evaluation periods for 
the presidents of the universities. The legislature, which 
appropriated funds and periodically were evaluated themselves 
by the voters, and the faculty, which found chief adminis­
trators being tougher on tenure decisions and faced the pos­
sibility of being reviewed themselves during their tenure, 
thought it only fair that the presidents also stand for 
evaluation. In this system it appeared that accountability 
concerns weighed more heavily than security considerations 
in bringing about the policy. However, when provisions of 
the term policy were examined, it was noted that the trustees 
granted faculty tenure to each of the presidents in the 
system. Therefore, if the incumbent were not continued as
president, he/she would be able to serve in a faculty
12position at one of the campuses within the system.
Security for the president, however adequate, was less a
^^Minutes, Board of Regents, State University of New 
York, January 24, 197 3.
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part of the new conceptualization of the president's ap­
pointment and more related to older provisions of academic 
tenure. Tne academic rather than the presidential career 
was protected.
Description of the practice also involved determining 
the level of satisfaction found among presidents whose 
appointment was defined by a specified term. General satis­
faction existed among those interviewed for holding office 
under the term arrangement. Eight of the nine presidents 
I’lterviewed reported that they were satisfied witn their 
appointment. Some were enthusiastic about it. Three of the
TABLE 7




nine presidents requested that a term be set as a quali- 
fication for their acceptance of the presidency. Another 
■who stated satisfaction with the term v/as a member of the 
denominational board that set the term policy before becoming 
president of the institution affected. One of the more 
satisfied presidents saw himself as a motivator at the state 
system level for establishing presidential terms across that 
state.
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The expressed causes for satisfaction can be described 
in three groupings. Some of the presidents were eager to 
have additional years of research and teaching before retire­
ment and understood their term to be a means of serving as 
a chief administrator and gracefully returning to academic 
pursuits. Others described satisfaction with generous retire­
ment benefits, and the security of income and/or position 
following the term. The time limitations of the term were 
not understood to be an unpleasant constraint. Several 
presidents stated appreciation for a defined time to lead 
and a formalized time to step aside. Therefore, the causes 
f-r sarisfaction most expressed were (1) the chance for re­
newed scholarship before retirement, (2) the security involved 
wish tne term, and (3) the circumscribed period in which to 
exercise leadership within the institution.
The one president who was less than satisfied with the 
term appointment felt that nothing had been gained with the 
coming of the term appointment. In this case it was stated 
that security was not strengthened by the term. In addition, 
the evaluation period near the close of the first term served 
by this president resulted in what was characterized as a 
polarized campus with dismissal pressures applied against 
the president when it was understood that a waiting period 
of five more years would have to take place before the presi­
dent was placed in a position of formal review again.
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Over three-fourths of the presidents of term in­
stitutions were reported to be evaluated at or near the close 
of their specified terms, however only five of these in­
stitutions had established formal criteria for the evaluation. 
Each of these five were part of the same state system in which 
the decision for the term was made by the state-wide govern­
ing board. All other institutions, reportedly, have no for­
mal criteria for presidential evaluation. One state system 
has an evaluation annually during the term.
TABLE 8
NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS EVALUATING 
PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENT 




In four of the term universities the governing board 
alone participated in the process of evaluating the presi­
dent, and the board was represented in every evaluation 
practice. The faculty was the second most represented sub­
system, followed in order by students and administrators. 
University employees and alumni were active in the fewest 
number of situations.
In ten of the institutions the provision had been made
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IN REVIEW OF PRESIDENTIAL TERM 
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' eirly dismissal of rhe president could take place 
. acrion v/ere proven to be absolutely necessary. Four 
seventeen respondents stated that no provision on 
lad been established.
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In fourteen of the seventeen institutions with presi­
dential term appointments the incumbent could be reappointed 
following expiration of the initial term. The three in­
stitutions whose presidents were unable to be given a re­
newed term belong to the same state system which had placed 
a maximum of ten years on the president's tenure in office 
while establishing a ten-year presidential term appointment, 
dine of the fourteen institutions which had renewable terms 
for the president had determined that the new term for the 
incumbent would be for the same number of years as the 
initial appointment. No respondent reported that renewal 
cf lie president's term was automatic. Clearly these re- 
ipinses concerning reappointment indicate that a term appoint­
ment was not just another way of speaking about serving con­
tinually at the pleasure of the board.
Comparisons of Term and Non-term Appointments
Information for comparative purposes was obtained from 
both presidents with term appointments and a group of presi­
dents '.vitiiout term appointments but who head similar insti- 
tutions. The purpose was to determine if there were any 
identifiable factors that could be isolated which would 
demonstrate why some institutions have opted for the presi­
dential term appointment and others have not. The data which 
follow in this section were gathered from responses on Survey 
II from both the institutions with presidential term appoint-
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merits and the similar institutions paired with them accord­
ing to size, control, and region. Sixteen of the non-term 
institutions returned their completed instruments.
The institutions selected for comparison purposes were 
all coeducational. From the sixteen represented in the 
return seven were public and nine were private. The largest 
v/as a state university with over 41,000 students, and the 
smallest was a private seminary with three hundred seventy 
students. The largest number of doctorates given was 810 
and the smallest was zero.
A series of items was directed toward the current 
presidents of both groups in order to ascertain the length 
: service of rhe current and past two presidents and the 
means by which the two former presidents vacated the presi­
dential office. For the seventeen presidents currently 
serving with a term the longest to be in office was sixteen 
years and the shortest was one year. The longest tenure for 
the non-term group was eleven years in process and the shortest 
was one year. The average tenure for the term group was 4.8 
years and 5.1 for the non-term group. The immediate past 
predecessors for the term group had an average tenure of 8.4 
years and 9.3 for the non-term group. The presidents which 
served immediately prior to the predecessors of the current 
presidents had an average tenure of 11.6 at institutions which 
now have a term appointment compared with 14.0 at non-term 
institutions. It cannot be said that long average terms
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are foreign to either group, but in each grouping the non- 
term institutions' presidents have slightly out-distanced 
the tenure of the presidents in universities which have 
aiooted the term aoDoinument.
TABLE 12
LENGTH OF TENURE FOR PAST 
TWO PRESIDENTS, (NUMBER OF CASES)
Years 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26+
Term 12 8 4 2 3 1
Non-
term 8 11 1 4 4 2
When the two categories measuring the length of tenure 
of the two previous presidents were collapsed, the term in- 
s ti'l t'lticns had twenty presidencies lasting five years or 
less, and the non-term institutions had eight that were for
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five years or fewer. That is, 69 percent of the two pre­
ceding presidents of the term institutions held office five 
years or less, but only 25 percent of the two preceding 
presidents of non-term institutions served terms of that 
length. The recent presidencies at term institutions register 
more brief tenures than do those of non-term institutions.
Clearly the trend over the past three presidents has 
been a shorter average tenure of office for presidents of 
institutions which currently have a presidential term ap­
pointment as compared with those tnat do not.
The immediate predecessors of presidents in the term 
: roup vacated the office chiefly by resignation, 59 percent, 
and retirement, 18 percent. Two presidents left office by 
dismissal and two by death. In the non-terra group the im­
mediate predecessors vacated the office by resignation,
44 percent, retirement, 38 percent, and death, 12 percent.
None in the non-term group were listed as being dismissed.
TABLE 13
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The means by which the predecessor immediately prior 
to the current president's predecessor vacated the office 
were also examined. In the term group thirteen responses 
were given, seven of these resigned, four retired, and two 
died in office. In the non-term institutions, with fifteen 
responses, eight resigned and seven retired.
If it is reasonable to associate retirement with more 
satisfaction and resignation and dismissal with less satis­
faction, then the non-term institutions demonstrate more 
contentment between the president and the constituencies 
of the institution. A less happy termination for both in- 
ccmbenz and institution seems to be associated with the two 
pasr presidents of the term institutions. The absence of 
dismissal as a method of vacating the presidential office 
in rhe non-term institutions as compared with two dismissal 
rerminations among the term institutions also tends to demon- 
3 frate more contentment among former presidents of in­
stitutions which currently have no presidential term appoint­
ive n t .
The two groups were also compared with regard to what 
internal elements of the university were included in the 
presidential selection and appointment process for the 
current presidents. Tne term institutions had four instances 
in which the governing board alone selected the president.
Tne non-term group had only one such situation, and that 
occurred at a private institution. For the term group two
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University employees 5 1
Alumni 7 9
private institutions and two public were represented in the 
"board only" selection. In every instance the board was a 
significant feature of the process. Faculty was part of 
the decision 71 percent (12 of 17) of the time in the term 
group, but they participated 94 percent (15 of 16) of the time 
in non-term selections. In both groups faculty participation 
was only excelled by that of the boards. Students and adminis­
trators both participated in 53 percent of the selection 
decisions at the term institutions. In the non-term insti­
tutions students entered into the process 56 percent of the 
time and administrators in 63 percent of the cases. Alumni 
help select the president in the term group in 41 percent of 
the institutions and 63 percent of the non-term institutions. 
However, university employees participated in 29 percent of the 
term institutions, but only in 6 percent of the non-term insti­
tutions .
Responses were also sought concerning the extent to
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which the presidents in each of the groups held faculty rank 
and tenure. These inquiries were made to indicate the formal 
academic security of the presidents. In the term institutions 
71 percent of the presidents have faculty rank with tenure, 
but only 50 percent of the presidents without a term appoint­
ment have both faculty rank and tenure. Two of the presi­
dents with terms have faculty rank but no tenure, and four 
of the presidents in the non-term group have faculty rank 
without tenure. Three of the term presidents have no faculty 
rank while four of the non-term presidents fall into this 
category. More of the term appointed presidents have tra- 
ircional academic security than non-term presidents.
TABLE 15
p e r c e n t a g e  o f  TERM AND NON-TERM PRESIDENTS 
HOLDING FACULTY RANK AND TENURE
Faculty rank Faculty tenure 
Term 82 71
Non-term 75 50
Professional backgrounds of the presidents were ob­
tained in order to determine if particular service and 
experience might have contributed to the establishment of 
the term appointment. Possible backgrounds were grouped 
into tiie following categories: university administration,
academic, government, business, and clergy, with a space
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provided for "other." VJhere more than one category applied 
to an individual president all pertinent categories were 
reported. In the cerm group five presidents stated that 
c.i-ir background was academic alone, one has had governmental 
experience alone, one listed medical experience only, and 
one listed a combination of academic and clergy. All the 
)rivers included university administration in the combina­
tion of professional backgrounds prior to becoming presi­
dent. Six listed both administration and academic, one 
listed administration and government, and one listed adminis­
tration and business.
TABLE 16
AGGREGATE PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 
OF CURRENT PRESIDENTS
Term Non-term





Among the presidents in the non-term group six stated 
that they have had academic backgrounds only, and none have 
had only university administration experience. However, 
university administration was a factor in the combination 
of backgrounds that the remaining presidents acknowledged. 
Five listed both administration and academic; two listed
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administration, academic, and business; two listed adminis­
tration, academic, and government; and one listed adminis­
tration, government and business.
Background items have been collapsed in order to indi­
cate che areas of emphasis in both the term and non-term 
groups. An academic background was listed in 71 percent of 
rhe term responses and in 9 4 percent of those from non-term 
presidents. A university administration background was listed 
nine times, or 53 percent of the time, by the term presidents 
and eleven times by the non-term presidents, for 69 percent of 
the time. Governmental background was listed twice by the 
leri" presidents and three cimes by the non-term group. Busi- 
; :s experience was listed once by cue cerm group and three 
limes by the non-term group. Two of the terra presidents had 
some clerical background while none of the non-term presidents 
iiaJ. The weight of past experience with both groups was in 
university administration and academic work.
Five of the term presidents and six of the non-term 
presidents stated that their background was academic alone, 
iiui no president in either group had higher education ad­
ministration as the sole professional experience. However, 
university administration in conjunction with other pro­
fessional enterprises was prevalent in both groupings.
Data were collected concerning presidential evaluation 
within both the term and non-term institutions. Thirteen 
of the respondents with term appointments reported that a
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ror évaluation to take place at regularly prescribed 
.Is existed. Four indicated no evaluation policy, 
ur of the non-term presidents were evaluated on a 
basis. There was an obvious difference in formal 
.aoiiiry structures. Evaluation was part of the 
:e of most term appointments but not of the non-term
lue constituencies involved in the evaluations were 
...oared. In the non-term group of presidents, three 
• iular accountability ro the board alone and one to 
u tracers alone. However, the presidents in the term 
. '' - led no seme degree all of the internal constituent 
.. '. The board participated in 100 percent of the 
tiens, faculty 81.7 percent, students, 72.7 percent, 
-utrators 45.4 percent, alumni 27.2 percent, and 
‘sity employees 17.3 percent. The term presidents 
lot only responsible, whether formally or informally,
"nigher powers" of the board, state system, governor
TABLE 17
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legislature, mass media, etc., but also to the internal 
elements of the university. There was responsibility to the 
academic powers as well as ~o the non-academic. In this 
sense the university presidency was reflecting a more 
political model than a corporate one. It was not only the 
lay board of directors who aeciaea tne future of the presi- 
uent but also the sub-system constituents, who were influenced 
ay the r res iden •: i a i leadership, shared in the evaluation and
s.a:-,; truer ured contributions to make to the board's final
;;ciion.
Ftvof of the term group stated that formal evaluation 
r : t . i : t 'ttt president h:d b-.-en established, but no
: _ r . tor 14 had been au :p ted by any institution in the
,• ■•‘■'up without presidential term appointments.
_ r-pared also was tnc salary obligation to the incum- 
>snr. if the board might elect to sever the appointment before 
tO'S seated completion cf the term. yearly one-fourth of 
terra institutions would continue the salary payments 
tne oiti of tne appointment period, but only one of the 
nr:,-term institutions would act in this manner. Predominantly, 
for both groups, the discretion of the board would prevail 
in a particular situation.
Information was also sought on the existence of a for­
ma I cintrotct for the presidents with term and non-term ap- 
printments. More than one-naif of each of the respondents 
_r. each of the groups stated that no formal contract decision
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had oeen made.
When compared with a similar group of institutions whicn 
did not provide a term appointment for their chief adminis­
trator, 77 percent of the universities with presidential terms 
regularly evaluated the performance of their presidents as 
contrasted with 25 percent of the institutions without presi­
dential terms. Formal evaluation criteria have been estab­
lished in one state system which includes five of the term 
institutions in this study.
Those presidents serving under a specified term ap­
pointment expressed general satisfaction with the arrange- 
Descriptions of the origins and development of the 
term concepc and practice varied with the individual in- 
sticutions, but in each there was expressed concern for 
executive security and accountability. Three of the presi­
dents interviewed stated that they required from the govern­
or. :T board a term appointment as a condition for accepting 
oho presidency. As a whole they felt that other institutions 
would be well-advised to investigate the possibility of a 
term appointment for their presidents. Those presidents 
serving under term provisions were doing so because they 
wanted to.
Summary
The number of response cards mailed was 272, and the 
number returned for use in determining the institutions which
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use the term appointment was 259, 95 percent. The number of 
responses to the second survey that were available for anal­
ysis was thirty-three, an 87 percent return. The number of 
presidents of the term universities who were available and/or 
willing to be interviewed on the topic of their appointment 
was nine, or slightly over one-half of the university presi­
dents with a term appointment.
A survey of 272 accredited, doctoral-granting, insti­
tutions showed that 2 32 of the institutions did not have a 
term appointment for their president and twenty-seven did. In 
response to a second questionnaire sent to the presidents, 
“wenry-one institutions reported having a presidential term ap­
pointment and three of this group have the same president.
The most frequent length of term was five years and 
nearly one-half of all the terms were inaugurated in 1973.
Both private and public, large and small institutions were 
represented. Most of the institutions with presidential 
term appointments were located in the east and mid-west.
In a majority of situations the governing board alone was 
given credit for initiating and carrying through the processes 
which led to the term arrangement.
Therefore, a presidential term appointment at an 
American upiversity can be characterized as one which was 
initiated in 1973 by the governing board in concert with 
faculty, students, and administrators within the university.
The university would be a public, coed, institution. Five
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years would be the specified length of the term, and a formal 
review of the president's performance would be undertaken 
prior to the close of the term. The major elements parti­
cipating in the review would be the governing board, faculty, 
and students. The body formed to conduct the evaluation would 
also be asked to develop criteria for assessing the presi­
dent's leadership. The president would hold faculty rank 
with tenure and would have had chiefly an academic background 
with some university administration experience. The incum­
bent would have been in office prior to the establishment 
cf the term arrangement, would be satisfied with the appoint- 
w _ - r . a n d  would nave the possibility of being reappointed 
to the presidency following the expiration of the term in 
0 roces s .
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDIES
Introduction
A general discussion of the findings below is followed 
by a placing of the findings in the context of the current 
literature. The background materials of the research are 
■-'lered in light of the findings. Implications from the 
findings for further research are suggested in the final 
section.
Discussion of the Findings 
General Findings 
Of the 272 universities which were investigated to 
determine the current practice, 214 neither used a specified 
term for their president nor have they reportedly examined 
tiic possibility. The practice, where it was in effect, had 
oeen recently adopted. Presidential term appointments were 
used by an extensive range of the universities. The term 
institutions included large state universities, a large 
state system, a smaller state system, small private insti­
tutions, a municipal university, graduate centers, and a
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mid-sized private institution. Each accrediting region was 
represented except New England and the Northwest. Two of 
the institutions have membership in the Association of 
American Universities. The universities which did employ 
a presidential term appointment were representative of the 
variety of accredited institutions with doctoral programs 
in the united States. No single descriptive pattern typified 
the practice.
The existing term appointment practices had been 
Situationally developed through the interaction of presi­
dents, trustees, and other elements within the individual 
institutions and the two state systems. There was no general 
model for defining the practice. The broad concept included 
tl.e appointment of the chief administrator for a limited 
number of years before review and/or reappointment was en­
acted. The shared concerns of the governing boards who 
adopted the practice included provision for presidential 
security and accountability, but the expressions these 
concerns took were not uniform.
The formal evaluation periods, which were applied to 
two-thirds of the presidents with term appointments, super­
seded the ad hoc evaluation that is continually being ap­
plied to presidential performance. The formal status of 
the review has the potential of weakening pressures which 
attempt to achieve dismissal by attrition. The formalized
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evaluation brings a "due process" dimension to the assess­
ment of the president and reduces the "gun-slinger" affect 
of those who may decide to oppose the incumbent.
The Findings in Context 
Tne concern of Louis Heilbron in the current litera­
ture, as a former trustee, was chiefly one of retaining the 
freedom of tne board and president to terminate their re­
lationship promptly withouc the encumbrance of an unexpired 
term contract period. Underlying this stance was a 
traditional commitment to the final power and authority of
Tne data did not indicate that a term appointment was 
synonymous with a term contract. Fewer than half of the 
t:rm appointments were considered a formal contract. The 
other terms were periods for which it was expected that the 
president would lead and manage the institution. Although 
the governing boards have shared a degree of their power 
with the various constituencies of the universities by in­
cluding their counsel and recommendations in the formal 
processes, the final authority belonging to the boards' was 
not relinquished in adopting specified terms. If the presi­
dential term appointments evolve into term contracts, as in 
the Canadian examples, then a board's power to dismiss a
^Supra, p. 22.
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president could have definite constraints. The term appoint­
ments in this research were chiefly protected periods of 
time for which the president was expected to serve without 
arbitrary dismissals or accountability confrontations, ex­
cept for rhe gravest of matters.
The governing boards were quite visible in developing 
the term appointment practices. In more than one-half of 
the instances the board was credited solely with initiating 
the interest which brought about the term policy, and it was 
a central force in others. The governing board was also the 
major university element which studied the possibility of 
adoption of the limited appointment for the president, and 
one board was the only university sub-system that v/as rep­
resented in every formal presidential evaluation. The board 
retained the predominant role in the term practice, but 
Heilbron's concern for "instant response" on the part of the 
board,in the findings,resembled more closely a due process 
pattern.
Clark Kerr's proposal for presidential term appoint­
ments made review of the president's performance a necessary
2element in the definition of the practice. He stated that 
at the close of a fixed term of reasonable length a review, 
followed by reaffirmation of the president's leadership or 
a decision to search for new leadership, should be conducted.
2Supra, p. 23
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Kerr suggested a term of 5-10 years. Five years, as 
.-'.‘.strated by the data of this study, was the most frequent 
: ni tion of length of the term. The ten-year term was 
;.a;-:imura length as determined for three universities 
j:.^_ng to a state system.
A formal evaluation was an element of the policy for 
thirds of the institutions witn presidential term
- _ t.-,\ents, but it was not determined to be an essential
- iu'i che practice in every case. No policy of review
■ . in four of the term institutions, and in each of these
lerm was renewable. Nevertheless, the tendency indicated 
f.ndings was to include a review of presidential per­
il che scope of the practice, 
e general absence of established, objective criteria 
... t which the president's work would be evaluated was 
notable finding from the data. The five term institutions 
: r.: reported that criteria have been developed belong to 
t wto state system. The criteria were developed at the 
lovel and were cniefly procedural. With the recent 
: t :.b 11 shment of the term practice in fifteen of the seventeen 
. pen.ding tern institutions, several institutions have not 
1 reached the point of evaluation and, therefore, may not 
lien faced with the need for guidelines in this matter, 
new without criteria may allow impressions about the presi- 
. .1 and feelings for the president's performance to have 
. influence. Then, confidence in the president would
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be based on intuition alone.
Kerr's stress upon a time of reaffirmation for the 
president was underscored in the data. Fourteen of the in­
stitutions provided for the possibility of renewal of the 
president's term, but none of these stated that renewal was 
automatic.
If the term could not be renewed, the evaluation would 
lose some of its strength. Without renewal the result of the 
evaluation might be to set standards, alter direction, give 
advice, and attempt to influence the successor-president.
With the possibility of another term, the president could be 
released or bolstered by a vote of confidence by the board 
cr from representatives of the sub-systems of the institution 
which the president leads. A new promissory bond has the 
potential of being made between the parties which make up 
she university if positive and supportive evaluation results 
are obtained.
Therefore, Kerr's concept of the review function of 
the term appointment is confirmed by this study. Presidential 
review was characteristically, although not unanimously, part 
of the term appointment practice. In comparison with the 
non-term appointments, the term appointments did result in 
a more structured and shared evaluation of the performance 
of the president.
The American Association of University Professors' 
Committee T on College and University Government expressed
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concern for faculty involvement in the selection, retention, 
and dismissal of university presidents.^ The committee 
recommended that the faculty contribution be part of the for- 
mal process of presidential term appointments. This research 
indicated that faculty representation took place more often 
in one selection of presidents in non-term institutions. In 
fifteen of the sixteen non-term institutions the faculty 
-..'as represented in the presidential selection process, but 
ihe faculty in selection procedures in the term institutions, 
was represented in twelve of seventeen instances.
The faculty, however, had no formal contribution to 
make in the evaluation of the non-term presidents. Only one- 
1 lurch of the non-term institutions provided for presidential 
valuation, and in each case the governing board was the sole 
evaluating body. On the other hand, faculty participated in 
ten of the thirteen institutions which provided for formal 
evaluation of the president's performance. The influence 
of the faculty was felt initially more strongly in the selec­
tion of the non-term presidents; but the faculty had a stronger 
formal contribution in the review of the term presidents. 
Tnerefore, the AAUP committee's concern for influence in the 
selection had more acceptance generally than its concern 
for formal influence in the retention and dismissal activities 




The "clear and welcomed trend" that Bennis saw for the 
prospects of presidential term appointments has not yet 
developed.^ With less than 8 percent of the doctoral pro­
gram universities using the practice, it seemed premature to 
label it a trend. What was clear was that the presidents, 
whose appointments were defined by a term, were pleased with 
the arrangement and are being positive in their assessment 
of it to inquiries from boards and other presidents. There 
was no evidence from presidents serving with terms that they 
viewed themselves as having second-class appointments, and, 
in fact, the prevailing stance was that the term should have 
widespread acceptance.
Bennis' concern that the term appointment be a remedy 
for one becoming locked into a presidency for life was not 
sustained by the data. He urged that boards ask presidents 
to continue in office following expiration of the term only 
under extraordinary circumstances. Only three institutions 
reported that the president's term could not be renewed, 
and those three had a maximum of ten years for presidential 
service. The possibility of several end-to-end terms was 
open, but this must be viewed in light of the evaluation 
procedures which over two-thirds of the term institutions 
made a part of their policy for presidents. Future tenure 
studies of university presidents will demonstrate if the
4Supra, p. 24.
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total completed terms of office are shorter for presidents 
which are awarded term appointments than for non-term presi­
dents .
Implications for Further Research 
Implications for further research have emerged for the 
researcher through the processes of this study and from the 
findings developed. The recommendations proposed below are 
considered to be legitimate speculations around which future 
investigations might be organized.
The Delphi Method for converging opinions in order to 
predict future possibilities could be used among the identi­
fied presidents serving on term appointments, and their boards, 
and presidents serving on continuous appointments, and their 
trustees, in order to project the probability of the specified 
term as the mode of the future for university presidents.
Through uses of the procedures used in the Delphi Method
one could more accurately forecast the possibility of the 
term appointment becoming the model of the future for uni­
versity presidents.
Subsequent studies will also be able to determine if 
presidents currently serving with term appointments are 
willing to accept a renewal of the term once having held
office under these conditions. As a number of terms in pro­
cess are completed it can be determined if an appointment 
defined by term limitations caused interest to be discontinued
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in the office by incumbents-
Increasing adoptions of presidential term appointment 
policies by governing boards will cause alterations in the 
career expections of incumbent and potential presidents.
Former career patterns, based on presumptive permanence in 
office until a fixed retirement age or until another, per­
haps more attractive, presidency is available, will be changed 
in light of the specified terms. In fact, being a university 
president may no longer be a career. The presidency may 
be a special but temporary leadership position in the uni­
versity, which is accepted by academicians with special 
leadership and management skills. A shift from appointments 
wirhout terms to renewable term appointments raises questions 
cf post-presidential employment. The re-entry of the presi­
dent: into teaching, research, or other administrative positions 
is a circumstance that boards will need to make provisions to 
facilitate. The presidential career and the means to pro­
vide for professional contributions following the term of 
office as president need to be researched in light of speci­
fied presidential terms.
A hypothesis to be tested, if a more general acceptance 
of term appointments occurs, would be that presidential term 
appointments tend toward younger administrators in the uni­
versity. That is to say, do term appointments, as distinct 
from career appointments, cause acceptance of presidential
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administrative responsibility by those who might otherwise 
refuse to do so because of the impact upon their teaching 
and research careers?
An outgrowth of this research would be a study of 
terra appointments for chief executives at other levels of 
nrgher and post-secondary education. Background investi­
gation for this research found no studies of specified 
presidential term appointments at any level of American higher 
education. Cases of term appointments were found on the col­
lege level, and a Carnegie Commission report credited com­
munity colleges as being the notable exception to the no- 
terra appointment practice for presidents.^ However, the 
report listed no institutions using the practice and referred 
to no studies from which the statement could be made. The 
total picture of presidential term appointments in the 
United States has not yet been drawn, and other research 
efforts need to be undertaken to add to this present con­
tribution concerning term appointment among American uni­
versities.
This researcher suspects that there is a positive 
relationship between job security structures and job satis­
faction. The present work included the examination of 
satisfaction among presidents with term appointments who
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Governance 
of Higher Education: Six Priority Problems (New York: McGraw-
riill Book Company, 1973) , p"! 37l
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openly expressed their satisfaction with the term arrange­
ment. Satisfaction levels of presidents of both term and 
non-term institutions could be investigated.
Canadian universities have had presidential term 
appointments in effect for a long enough period of time for 
the completion of several terms to have occurred. Former 
presidents, presidents with renewed terms, and board members 
of one term institutions are sources of data for testing 
satisfaction with the arrangement. The completed presidencies 
should be compared with other presidencies in Canada which 
were not defined by term conditions to test change that was 
brought about within the two practices, accountability struc­
tures, and security provisions for presidents within the two 
sryles of governance.
Researchers also need to be alert to testing the pos­
sibility that change takes place more rapidly and to a 
greater degree in term institutions than in those without 
term presidencies. This potentiality could be tested using 
term institutions, following the completion of terms in pro­
cess, as compared with institutions during the same period 
of time which have no term limitations for the president. 
Change also can be measured among institutions which follow 
a pattern of review and reappointment of terms as con­
trasted with those which review and dismiss the incumbent.
If term appointments bring about more reduction of continuity 
among administrations will the result be more effectiveness
Ill
or ineffectiveness because of the drive to complete goals 
before the expiration of the term? Is change more easily 
brought about in term administrations because of a reduction 
of internal resistance to an incumbent with a limited appoint­
ment or do the constraints of the term appointment so shift 
power within the system as to restrict the president's role 
as change agent?
The impact of presidential term appointments on other 
organizational levels within the institution is yet to be 
determined. The measure of the influence of a term appoint­
ment on other parts of the system is an area for potential 
research. V.'ill fascer changes az other levels indicate that 
the presidential power is not diminished with a term appoint­
ment, or, on the other hand, will a slower rate of change of 
leadership on other administrative levels demonstrate that 
power has shifted to those areas and away from the presi­
dent. Also, if term appointments are in effect at adminis­
trative levels below the presidency will a newly appointed 
president have an influence in the selection of those ad­
ministrators who will help implement the mission of the 
university as understood by the new president?
University presidential term appointments currently 
have not been adopted widely, but interest found in this 
form of appointive relationship of presidents to boards in­
dicates to this researcher that further investigations 
will be needed. Adoptions of term appointments have
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been increasing, and if the dynamics of accountability and 
security continue to be forceful more information on presi­
dential term appointments will be requested.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
November 14, 1973
Dear Sir:
Tne Center for the Studies of Higher Education at the Univer­
sity of Oklahoma is conducting a study of universities which 
employ a term appointment for their president or chief 
administrator. The enclosed census card will identify those 
institutions which do use this appointive relationship.
"Term appointment" is understood here to mean a formalized 
presidential appointment period which spans a time block 
longer than a year and at the end of which, upon review, the 
president may or may not be reinstated for another term. 
Neither presidential contracts that are reviewed annually 
with the goal of terminating or continuing nor open-ended 
appointments that are expected to last until retirement or 
resignation are our concern in this study.
In order to register the current status of your institution's 
presidential appointment you are asked to mark the enclosed 
card and send it be return mail. We hope to contact the 
schools which do utilize presidential term appointments for 
further information. We greatly appreciate your help in this 
effort.
Sincerely yours.
John H. Crooch, Jr, 
J H C :fm
Enclosure: (1)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
January 16, 1973
Dear Sir:
Last November I wrote you concerning a study being con­
ducted through the University of Oklahoma Center for Studies 
in Higner Education on universities which employ a term 
appointment for their president or chief administrator. I 
am in need of your response in order to complete the survey. 
Would you please mark the enclosed survey card and send it 
to me by return mail?
A "term appointment" is defined in this study as a for­
malized presidential appointment which spans a time block 
longer than a year and at the close of which the president 
may or may not be reappointed. Annual terms and those 
appointments that are expected to run until retirement or 
resignation do not fit the definition.
I particularly want a response from you, since you rep­
resent a doctoral-degree granting institution. I greatly 
appreciate your help in this effort.
Sincerely yours.




THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
February 15, 1974
Dear
Tne enclosed questionnaire is an extension of the "Presi­
dential Term Appointment Survey" that was sent to you 
earlier. The reply from your institution indicates that 
the president of your university does have a term appoint­
ment.
I need your cooperation in completing this questionnaire. 
Please check the information that I have filled in for 
accuracy and change any item that is in error.
Your aid in this study will help us report on current 
conditions of presidential appointments and presidential 
employment security.
A return envelope is included, and a speedy return is 
most appreciated.
I thank you for your help.
Sincerely yours.
John H. Crooch , Jr. 
J H C :fm
Enclosures (2)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
April 12, 1974
Dear
Earlier I sent you a copy of the enclosed questionnaire 
asking for your help in contributing to research I am con­
ducting on current conditions of university presidential 
appointments. Your filling out this questionnaire is 
necessary for the completion of my dissertation, and I 
will be most appreciative to have your important assistance. 
Tne data collected will be used for the purpose of making 
general statements, and individual responses will not be 
di 3 closed.
Please note tne information I have listed at the top of the 
questionnaire and correct any items that are in error. The 
enrollment figure is PTE from the Yearbook of Higher 
Education, 1973-74, and the number of doctoral degrees was 
found in American~Colleges and Universities, 11th edition. 
Only doctoral granting institutions are included in this 
study.
I tnank you for your time and help.
Sincerely yours,
Jonn H. Crooch^ Jr.
J H C :fm
Enclosure: (1)
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SURVEY I RESPONSE FORM
1. Institution __ ________________________________ __
2. public______  private ~
3. Does your institution now have a term appoint­
ment for its chief administrator? yes____ no__
4. Does your institution have formal plans to
initiate a term appointment in the future? 
yes  no___
5. Has the possibility been studied and rejected?
yes  no___
Person responding_________________________________ ___
Position ____________________________ _______________ __
Address______________________   zip_____________
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1 1 .
SURVEY II: A QUESTIONNAIRE PERTINENT TO AN ANALYSIS OF
PRESIDENTIAL TERM APPOINTMENTS
(Please correct any information in this section that is inaccurate.)
Institution _______
Control 3. Student Body
Doctorates awarded year ending June 30, 1971.
4. Enrollment
CPlease circle, fill in, or check the appropriate responses.) 
Length and Termination of Service
How many years has your current president 
been in office?
immediate predecessor hold the office?
H o '.v  many years did the president serve
who held the office prior to the 
immediate predecessor?
How did the immediate past president 
vacate the office?
How did the president who held the office 
prior to the immediate past president 
vacate the presidency?
Nature of Appointment and Service
What university elements were included in board  faculty
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9







the presidential selection and appoint­
ment process for the current president?
Does the president hold faculty rank?
Does the president hold faculty tenure?
















Is the current p asident evaluated at 
regularly prescribed intervals?
rr your response to "15" was "yes" 






have formal criteria been established for 
presidential evaluation? (Please enclose 
a copy with this instrument if available) .
Will the president's salary be paid through 




Was there a formal decision made on the 











(if "specified term" was marked on #20, please answer III) 
III. (For institutions using term appointments)
Nature of the Term
What year did your institution establish 
a presidential term appointment?
Did the incumbent president hold the 
position before a term appointment 
was adopted?
Who initiated the procedures for a 







24. Who served on the committee that
studied your institution's adoption 






What is the length of the specified term 
appointment for your president?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 
other
Evaluation
26. Is the president evaluated at or near 
the close of the term?
yes  no____
policy not determined




28. Are formal criteria established for the
presidential evaluation? (please enclose 
a copy with this instrument if one is
available)
yes no
Has provision been made whereby the boarc 
of control is able to dismiss the 
president before the term expires? yes  no
Renewal
:s the oresident's term renewable? yes  no
31. If the term is renewable, is it for 
the same number of years as the 
initial term? yes  no
Is it understood that the term will 
be renewed automatically? yes  no
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UNIVERSITIES COMPRISING THE POPULATION BY STATES
Auburn University
University of Alabama, Birmingham 
University of Alabama, University 
University of Alaska 
Arizona State University 
Northern Arizona University 
University of Arizona 
university of Arkansas 





Claremont Graduate School 
Fuller Theological Seminary 
Graduate Theological Union 
Hebrew Union College 
Loma Linda University 
Pacific School of Religion 
Cu'nool of Theology at Claremont



















University of California, Santa Cruz 
University of Judaism 
University of the Pacific 
University of Santa Clara 
University of Southern California 
Colorado School of Mines 
Colorado State University 
University of Colorado 
University of Denver 
University of Northern Colorado 
Hartford Seminary Foundation
Rensselaer Pci :nni: Inst
University of Connecticut 
University of Hartford 
Wesleyan University 
Yale University
University of Delaware 
American University 
Catholic University of America 
George Washington University 
Georgetown University 
Howard University 
Florida State University 
Nova University 
University of Florida 
University of Miami 
University of South Florida 
Atlanta University 
Emory University
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Georgia State University 
University of Georgia 
University of Hawaii 
University of Idaho 
DePaul University 
Garrett Theological Seminary 
Illinois Institute of 
Technology 
Illinois State University 
Loyola University 
Northern Illinois University 
Northwestern University 
Southern Illinois University 
University of Chicago 
University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle 
University of Illinois, Urbana 
Ball State University 
Indiana State University 
Indiana University 
Purdue University 
University of Notre Dame 
Drake University 
Iowa State University 
University of Iowa 
Kansas State University 
University of Kansas 
Wichita State University 
Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary 
University of Kentucky 
University of Louisville 
Louisiana State University 





Louisiana Tech University 
Loyola University, New Orleans 
Northeastern Louisiana 
University 
Northwestern State University 
of Louisiana 
Tulane University 
University of Southwestern 
Louisiana 
University of Maine, Orono 
University of Maine, Portland 
Johns Hopkins University 
Peabody Conservatory of Music 













University of Massachusetts 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Andrews University 




University of Detroit 
University of Michigan 
Wayne State University 
Western Michigan University 
University of Minnesota 
Mississippi State University 
University of Mississippi 
University of Mississippi,
Medical Center 
Midwestern Baptist Theological 
Seminary 
Saint Louis University 
University of Missouri, Columbia 
University of Missouri, Kansas City 
University of Missouri, Rolla
University of Missouri, St. Louis 
Washington University 
Montana State University 
University of Montana 
University of Nebraska 
Creighton University 
University of Nevada 
University of New Hampshire 
Dartmouth College 
Drew University
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
Newark College of Engineering 
Princeton Theological Seminary 
Princeton University 
Rutgers University 
Stevens Institute of Technology 
New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology 
New Mexico State University 
University of New Mexico 
Adelphi University 
Alfred University 
City University of New York 
CUNY Graduate School and 
University Center 
Clarkson College of Technology 
Columbia University 




Hebrew Union College 
Hofstra University 
Jewish Theological Seminary 
of America 
The Julliard School 
Long Island University 
New School for Social Research 
New York University 
Polytechnic Institute of 
Brooklyn 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
St. Bonaventure University 
St. John's University 
State University of New York, 
Albany
State University of New York, 
Binghamton 
State University of New York, 
Buffalo
State University of New York, 
Stonybrook
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iUNV College of Environment 
S'JNY Downstate Medical Center, 
Brooklyn 
SUNY Upstate Medical Center, 
Syracuse 
Syracuse University 
University of Rochester 
Yeshiva University 
Duke University
North Carolina State University 
University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill 
University of North Carolina, 
Greensboro 
Wake Forest University 
North Dakota State University 
University of North Dakota 
Air Force Institute of 
Technology 
Bowling Green State University 
Case Western Reserve 
University 
Hebrew Union College 
Rent State University 
;.iaẑ i Universil
Chio University
University of Akron 
University of Cincinnati 
university of Dayton 
University of Toledo 
Oklahoma State University 
University of Oklahoma 
University of Tulsa 
Oregon State University 
University of Oregon 
University of Portland 





Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Lehigh University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy 
and Science 
Temple University 





University of Puerto Rico 
Brown University 
Providence College 
University of Rhode Island 
Clemson University 
Medical University of 
South Carolina 
University of South Carolina 
South Dakota School of Mines 
South Dakota State University 
University of South Dakota 
George Peabody College for 
Teachers 
Memphis State University 
University of Tennessee 
University of Tennessee 
Medical Units 
Vanderbilt University 
Baylor College of Medicine 
Baylor University 
Dallas Theological Seminary 
East Texas State University 
North Texas State University 
Rice University 
Southern Methodist University 
Southwestern Baptist Theo­
logical Seminary 
Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical University 
Texas Christian University 
Texas Tech University 
Texas Woman's University 
University of Dallas 





Brigham Young University 
University of Utah 
Utah State University 
Middlebury College, Vermont 
Norwich University 
University of Vermont 
College of William and Mary 
Union Theological Seminary 
in Virginia
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University of Virginia 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
University of Washington 
Washington State University 
West Virginia University 
Lawrence University 
Marquette University 
Medical College of Wisconsin 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 
University of Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee 
University of Wyoming
